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 “Live on or not?Hehe.”The beautiful man smiled coldly and stopped talking, he didn‟t even 

turn his head back once, making it clear that he didn‟t want to take care of Finn . 

“sh*t.” Finn was quite good-tempered to explain, but he got this kind of attitude, and 

became greatly annoyed, “Get out of here, I don‟t want to beat you up, this room is ours, it‟s 

useless even if you get the manager.” 

Now, the beautiful man finally turned his head to look at Finn , and the remaining light 

swept to the six vajra who was about to fight, but he did not have the slightest bit of 

nervousness, but narrowed his eyes and said: “Very good, you are good, you dare to call me 

out like this, I have not done anything for a long time, now let the people of Mudou forget 

my name do.I‟ll take you today, six little guys who haven‟t even started as martial artists, 

then you know what strength is king!” 

The triplets laughed, and even made their way out of the way without the slightest tension, 

giving the beautiful man enough room to do it. 

Finn couldn‟t help but frown, not to mention anything else, just the word martial artist made 

Finn „s head spin. 

He had learned from Mu Zi Ling that a true martial artist needed a force of 500 jin, so don‟t 

look at the number of people in the Six Vajra, but when it came to a real fight, it wouldn‟t be 

a martial artist‟s opponent.And it was obvious that the beautiful man was a martial artist, 

otherwise it would not have been possible to tell at a glance that the Six Vajra was not a 

martial artist. 

That would be difficult to do! 

Finn did not expect to encounter a hard stubble when he first arrived. 

However, at this moment, the lady at the front desk who had just left returned, followed by 

an obese middle-aged man. 

Seeing the beautiful man shaking his fist, the obese middle-aged man was so frightened 

that he hurried forward and said anxiously, “Young Master Mu, if you have something to 

say, why are you making a fuss, my little shop can‟t afford to be tossed around by you.” The 

first website m. 



“Fatty Zhao, you still have the nerve to say that?You‟re not the one who‟s causing all this 

trouble?”Young Master Mu‟s eyes were slightly cold and he gave the manager a slanted 

stare. 

Manager Zhao was covered in cold sweat and accosted the manager, “Young Master Mu is 

joking, a thousand mistakes are all my fault, this little girl was just hired by me and doesn‟t 

know the rules yet, it‟s my problem, don‟t worry, I‟ll arrange a room for you without delay.” 

Saying that, he turned his head to look at Finn and said with an apologetic face, “Sorry, a 

few people.The presidential suite was booked earlier by Young Master Mu, see if it‟s okay if 

you guys want a different room, I‟ll give you a 20% discount.” 

“Let?By what right Jean?” Finn snorted coldly. 

It was good that Young Master Mu was a martial artist, but Finn didn‟t want to put up with 

that, especially since he was also surnamed Mu, making Finn think of Mu Zi Ling. 

When he came here, Finn purposely checked that there were actually no surnames in 

Mudou, and wood itself was a relatively rare surname.And there was only one place with the 

surname of Mu, and that was the Wood Spirit Villa. 

Finn was about to go to the Wood Spirit Villa, if he was suppressed by the kid in front of 

him, then going to the Wood Spirit Villa would also be a sufferer, it would be better to fight 

hard, even if he lost, at least he didn‟t lose his dignity.No matter what, Finn could still get 

help from Charles to back him up and take revenge back on the young master in front of 

him. 

So no matter what, Finn can‟t wimp out. 

Moreover, it‟s not his fault, it‟s just that Young Master Mu is bullying others. 

What Finn was most afraid of was this kind of gentleman. 

“I still say the same thing, hurry up and get out, the room is ours!” Finn snorted coldly. 

The words fell, and the six vajra all took a step forward, their powerful might instantly 

erupting, oppressing the crowd. 



“This gentleman, don‟t be impulsive.”Manager Zhao was so anxious that he couldn‟t even 

care about wiping the sweat from his head, only begging Finn . 

Young Master Mu, on the other hand, sneered, “I‟ve been told to get lost three times, I‟ll 

have to see if you guys are capable of this.Even if you leave now, it won‟t be possible, and if 

I don‟t let you get out today, I won‟t be surnamed Mu!” 

Saying that, Young Master Wood rushed out and went straight to Finn . 

Finn „s body was so weak that he was no match for Young Master Wood, and he retreated 

to give way to the Six Vajra. 

However, what Finn didn‟t expect was that Young Master Wood was extremely fast, and in 

the blink of an eye, he arrived in front of Finn and ran to grab at Finn „s chest, apparently to 

kill him in one blow! 

“Not good!” 

The Six Vajra changed color incessantly, but it was already too late to rush forward. 

Finn was also filled with regret, he didn‟t expect Young Master Mu to be so powerful, Huma 

was already a martial artist. 

And definitely not an in and out martial artist yet, but one that had been around for a while, 

otherwise it couldn‟t have been so powerful.Looking at Young Master Mu‟s nimble hand 

without any unnecessary movements, you could tell that he was an old martial artist. 

The most important thing was that this movement that came straight to the chest was 

obviously something that had been done many times before, looking at the fact that Young 

Master Mu had often fought here, otherwise he wouldn‟t be so skilled. 

“Bang!” 

It was too late for Finn to think of more, Young Master Mu‟s claw still fell, and with a loud 

bang, Finn closed his eyes, with only a few big words in his heart: “My life is over!” 

“This….How is this possible!” 

Yet Young Master Wood made a startled sound, and Evan couldn‟t help but open his eyes. 



“I‟m fine?I can‟t believe I‟m okay?” Finn was pleasantly surprised to find that he didn‟t even 

move a single step back, but on the other hand, Young Master Mu flew out backwards, in a 

mess. 

“f*ck, Young Master Ye is awesome, he learned the Golden Bell Jar and Iron Cloth behind 

our backs?”Ah Hu was also even marveling. 

He was able to see it clearly, just now Finn was motionless, and when Young Master Mu‟s 

claw fell, Finn „s chest glowed green, then Young Master Mu‟s claw was flicked off and fell 

several meters backwards onto the ground. 

“Could it be that I dreamed of acquiring the Ultimate Technique?” Finn was also very happy, 

but just thinking about it, Finn shook off this unrealistic thought. 

He also thought of the problem and quickly went to touch his chest, so he touched the jade 

medallion that Mu Zi Ling gave him. 

Without thinking too much, Finn reacted and reckoned that the jade medallion given to him 

by Mu Zi Ling was not only a referral, the jade medallion itself was an awesome protective 

treasure that could resist damage. 

But there was no telling how many times this thing could resist. 

So with a turn of his eyes, Finn raised the jade tag and said, “Little Woody, you‟re not my 

opponent, hurry up and restrain yourself, my master is Mu Zi Ling, hurry back to the Wood 

Spirit Villa to report, and tell him that Ben Shao is here to enter the Wood Spirit Villa for a 

period of time!” 

Finn wasn‟t a fool, even if the jade medallion could resist a few more times, it wasn‟t cost 

effective to waste it here for nothing. 

And since Young Master Mu‟s surname was Mu, he must be from the Wood Spirit Villa. 

This jade medallion was a personal possession of Mu Zi Ling, and seeing the jade medallion 

was like seeing a person, as long as the young master Mu in front of him had some status, 

he must have known about it. 

As expected, seeing the jade medallion, Young Master Mu Zi Ling turned pale, but what Finn 

didn‟t expect was that Mu Zi Ling directly knelt down! 
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“Meet the Old Villa Master!” 

Old Master? 

What the hell is this? 

Finn was a bit confused, it was just a jade plaque for introduction, how did it become the 

old Villa Master, Finn was a bit afraid to think, but also probably guessed that Mu Ziling was 

the former Villa Master of Wood Spirit Mountain. 

But if you think about it, it seems very reasonable. 

After all, Wood Ziling was the tenth war god of Ye Island, if he was just an ordinary Wood 

Spirit Villa disciple, then wouldn‟t the great power of Wood Spirit Villa come out and be able 

to exterminate Ye Island. 

So it was logical that Mu Ziling was the villa master. 

“Get up.” 

Finn faintly spoke, revealing an unfathomably superior expression. 

Now that Young Master Mu was kneeling, he wasn‟t angry anymore, not only was his dignity 

preserved, but he had also stepped on the ranking martial artist, Finn „s heart was not to 

mention how refreshing it was. Remember the website . . 

“I‟m sorry, I didn‟t know you were Old Villa Master‟s disciple just now.I‟m the son of the 

current Villa Master Mu Zi Yan, or Young Villa Master Mu Zhu.By the way, my father and Old 

Villa Master are still brother and sister, I wonder how Old Villa Master‟s health is now?How‟s 

it going?”Wood Bamboo was not as wild as it was just now, but became refined and 

easygoing. 

Muzhu?A sow? 

Mu Zi Yan is really a naming ghost genius. 



Finn muttered in his heart, but on the surface, he still smiled and said, “My master is fine 

now, but he had some minor trouble and couldn‟t get out in Ye Island for the time being, 

otherwise he wouldn‟t have let me come here to study.” 

“Old Zhuang Master is so talented that he took the Zhuang Master‟s position at the age of 

ten, only to be favored by Ye Island and go to Ye Island at the age of fifteen.But Ye Island is 

also a sacred place in our martial school‟s heart, to be able to go to Ye Island and become a 

war god, Old Villa Master is also winning glory for our Wood Ling Villa ah.”Mu Zhu looked 

envious and adoring at the mention of Mu Ziling. 

Seemingly finding herself a bit forgetful, Mu Zhu‟s face blushed slightly, “Sorry, I said a bit 

too much.Since you were picked by the old villains, you must be a natural talent, I wonder 

what your status is in Ye Island?I haven‟t asked you for your name yet.” 

To the family, Finn did not avoid the family in the slightest, so he spoke, “My name is Finn , I 

am the young master of Ye Island.However, my talent is extremely poor, I barely reached the 

p A**ing line, and I will have to ask all of you in the Wood Spirit Villa to bear with me in the 

future.” 

“Ye Island Young Master?” 

Muzhu was dripping with cold sweat, obviously not terribly frightened. 

When he came back to his senses, he hurriedly bowed, “Kid has eyes but no pearls, he 

rammed into the young master, please atone for your sins!” 

“Nothing nothing nothing.” Finn waved his hand somewhat speechlessly, he didn‟t expect 

Ye Island to be so useful, had he known that he should have revealed his identity at the 

beginning, he wouldn‟t have just been frightened and said a ghost like “my life is resting”. 

“I don‟t know if the young master has a letter of introduction, I‟ll show it to my father, and 

when he confirms it, you can go to the Wood Spirit Villa.Although you can go right now, but 

the rules are still rules, it is better to go through the procedure, I see that you are not in a 

hurry this moment, I‟ll let you stay in this hotel room.”Muzhu said briskly. 

“Introductory letter ah…” Finn didn‟t know if the letter from Mu Ziling to him counted, but 

after all, it was Mu Ziling‟s handwriting, it couldn‟t be faked, so I guess Mu Zi Yan should be 

able to see it. 



Thinking about it, Finn took out the envelope from his luggage and handed it to Mu Zhu, 

urging, “Don‟t damage the letter paper, or else you‟re the only one who will ask.” 

“Don‟t worry, then I won‟t disturb the young master‟s rest.” 

Muzhu nodded heavily, then with a wave of his big hand, he left directly with the triplets. 

“Young Master Ye, do you think he could be a liar?”Ah Hu was a little worried. 

Finn was a little speechless, “If you were a martial artist, would you be a liar?With his skills, 

it‟s not too easy to finish us off.” 

As soon as this was said, Ah Hu was silent. 

Finn patted Ah Hu‟s shoulder and said, “Alright, don‟t think too much, when you go to the 

Wood Spirit Villa, you must cultivate hard and become martial artists as soon as possible, 

and then you won‟t have to look at other people‟s faces when you go out, so cheer up.” 

“Yes!”The six vajra nodded heavily. 

With a satisfied smile, Finn walked to the front desk and prepared to continue the check-in 

procedure. 

It was only at this time that Manager Zhao showed his head from behind the front desk and 

said with a flattering face, “Ye Shao is amazing, it‟s the first time I‟ve seen Young Master Mu 

so out of control, you‟re amazing.Ya Ya, hurry over to check in for the gentlemen, and 

remember to get a 50% discount.It‟s fortunate that Young Master Wood didn‟t smash 

anything because of Ye‟s timely action, otherwise the damage fee would be much more 

than this fee.” 

Manager Zhao summoned the lady at the front desk after an unnoticeable flattery. 

YaYa looked at Finn adoringly, but after seeing the six vajra behind Finn , she whispered 

with pity in her eyes, “What a good man, it‟s a pity to have Long Yang‟s goodness.” 

“……..” 

Being so close, Finn naturally heard it. 



But Finn didn‟t want to explain, this thing was fine if it wasn‟t explained, the more it was 

explained, the more confusing it would be.After all, an explanation is a cover-up, a cover-up 

is the truth, there‟s no need to spend so much time on it, anyway, Finn is the clear one. 

After getting his room card, Finn arrived at the presidential suite on the top floor. 

What made Finn laugh and cry was the room number, the room number used here was not 

the regular room number, but various names were used to name the room. 

And as the most distinguished presidential suite, the name was even more wonderful, 

written in big words, “Old Tree Super Love Pan Root”! 

Nima, what kind of name is that. 

It wasn‟t such a spoof, but it was also more than the kind of common room number on the 

second floor. Finn vaguely remembered that the common room‟s door said, “Old tree is a 

bit coiled”. 

Other hotels were themed rooms, and Finn did not expect this hotel to be a themed hotel at 

all. 

“You gentlemen rest well oh.”YaYa personally brought Finn and the others up, and showed 

an ambiguous smile before leaving. 

“I‟m not…”As soon as Finn was about to explain, Ya Ya made a no sound gesture and 

bounced away with a knowing expression, leaving only Finn and the Six Vajra. 

“I‟m really not as good as Dragon Sun!” Finn said weakly, but Ya Ya was already far away. 

Helplessly, Finn opened the room and couldn‟t help but think of his women. 

This kind of very special theme room, how nice it would be if it was women around him. 

No wonder Muzhu had just brought three girls with him, eh?Three girls? 

Not worthy of being a martial artist, the body was also first cl A**, but it could be so firm 

and straight. 



Thinking of this, Finn is also even more encouraged to become a martial artist, not for the 

sake of fighting and protecting his body to pick up girls, but also necessarily to become a 

martial artist ah. 

A man‟s body is good, she is good and I am good! 

“Eat and sleep, this is a pretty good life.”Ah Hu said and opened the door, followed by the 

six vajra walking in. 

But without waiting for Finn to enter, the other five vajra stopped Ah Hu and struggled to 

push Ah Hu out of the room. 
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Seeing the Big Five pushing Ah Hu, who was still pushing in with a soothing face, Finn was 

somewhat puzzled, “Why don‟t you go in?” 

Saying that, he looked inside the room, and although he only glanced at it, Finn „s cold 

sweat flowed out. 

No wonder YaYa had just given him such an ambiguous look, it really wasn‟t an ordinary 

room. 

In order to fit the theme of the room, there were also vines inside the house, and although 

they were intricate, they were messy and orderly, surprisingly there was some artistic beauty. 

But what Finn can‟t accept is that the room only has a large round bed, the vines on the bed 

only four, but four bed legs, completely like buckling the hands and feet specifically left out 

of the place, which if locked in the bed, can be really a binding game, on top of how people 

want to dish it out. 

“f*ck, hurry up and change the room for Tiger!” Finn panicked, really afraid that Ah Hu will 

lock him in the middle of the night, that would really be a strong lock man. 

Finn also does not want to late in the day, but also follow the other five vajra push Ah Hu. 

In the end, under the Ah Hu powerless to resist, Finn and the five King Kong checked into 

the presidential suite, fortunately the suite, which has other rooms, so that the five King 

Kong check in, and Ah Hu only had to live in the presidential suite next to the room, really 



not to Ah Hu difference treatment, this is entirely for personal safety considerations, but 

also helplessness. 

After dealing with Ah Hu, Finn lay down on the big round bed, and I have to say that 

looking is one feeling, and lying on it is another feeling. 

And Finn found that the vines in the house is not really vines, but decorations, are plastic 

products, looks like the real only, and the four corner of the bed is not vines, but also not 

just decorative, but the real goods bundle special handcuffs. A second to remember to read 

the book 

“Fortunately, I didn‟t let Tiger in.” Finn patted his chest after fear, his little heart really didn‟t 

resist such a scare. 

After taking a shower and laying on the bed for a beautiful sleep, Finn didn‟t get up until the 

sun set. 

“Shu Tan, everyone get up and go out!” 

After Finn shouted, he started to pack the bed. 

The reason why they didn‟t go out during the day was because Mudou was too hot, it was 

nearly forty degrees, and being outside was just smoke and charcoal baking, which was also 

a bad thing in the southern cities, and in the summer it was impossible to get out of the 

room. 

It was only in the evening that it was better, but the temperature was also nearly 30 degrees, 

but it was better than the sun in the daytime. 

Since Mudou was not a heavy industry and all of them were high income earners, the pace 

of life was obviously not fast, and compared to Hundred Flowers City, life was quite slow. 

However, Mudou also had a nickname, the Nocturnal City. 

It‟s not that it‟s nighttime here, but Muddu is close to the equator, so it‟s like spring in all 

seasons, and the temperature is never lower than twenty degrees. 

People go out to have fun after evening, so Mokdu is the most crowded at night, which 

gives it the title of the nocturnal city. 



There was no difference between the city center and the suburbs, there were four districts in 

total, namely Eastwood, Southwood, Westwood, and Northwood, and the current location 

of Finn was the district center of Eastwood. 

It was a large place that looked like a pedestrian street, the flow of people was huge, the 

road was full of pedestrians, but not from work, but out to buy things, to sneak around and 

play, and Finn and the six big ones were just a small few in the crowd. 

“Hey, this shop is a bit interesting, let‟s go, go in and have a look.” 

After walking for a while, Finn settled in front of a shop. 

The shop only had a big “jade” on it, other than that, there was nothing different, even a 

little inconspicuous, not many people went into the shop, in a place with such a large flow 

of people only two or three kittens went in, this shop was not yellow, which in itself was a 

little incredible. 

After all, the next “two yuan shop” next to the flow of people are ridiculously large, just Finn 

wanted to go in, hard to squeeze in. 

The main reason why this shop attracted Finn was not easy to get into, but more 

importantly, it was related to jade. 

Finn still hasn‟t forgotten that he still needs to find jade medals, now he is only half of the 

task, now Ye Island already has rat jade medals, tiger jade medals, rabbit jade medals, 

dragon jade medals, monkey jade medals and pig jade medals, Finn only needs to find the 

other six jade medals, then it can be considered as completing the task back to Ye Island 

ahead of time. 

So when he saw jade-related shops, Finn was all interested. 

With a big wave of his hand, Finn entered the shop with the six vajra. 

The door of the shop was open instead of having a gl A** door like other shops, and as 

soon as he entered, Finn noticed that it was somewhat dark, not bright.The only thing that 

was particularly bright would be the green glow of the safe exit. 

After walking for about ten meters, Finn heard a clamor. 



Finn couldn‟t help but feel happy, in fact, in the pedestrian street this kind of inch of land, 

can have ten meters of open space itself is unscientific, and what Finn did not expect is that 

there was a door inside the open space that was not transparent to light. 

Finn pushed open the door, and a cold air puffed in. 

“Kid, quickly close the door, later the cool air will all….Running in…”The security guard at the 

door was just about to reprimand Finn , when he saw the six villains behind Finn and was so 

scared that he couldn‟t even speak properly. 

“What did you just say?” Finn „s eyebrows were slightly raised, and it was true that he hadn‟t 

heard what the security guard was saying, the place was a bit noisy and particularly noisy. 

The last place that Finn found noisy was the underground gambling hall where Wang Jiabao 

was previously. 

“It‟s fine, I didn‟t say anything, please come in everyone.”The security guard even gave up 

his position and personally went to the back to bring the door with him. 

With a nod, Finn ran over to the loudest place with the six vajra. 

In a jade shop with such loud noises, it must be a place with treasures. 

And only after Finn got closer did he understand why it was so noisy, and the familiarity of 

the underground gambling hall. 

Just because there was a large group of people in front of him, and in the middle of the 

crowd were two masters, who were knocking on a stone with their tools, and the end of the 

stone had a hint of greenery. 

“This one shipped long ago, it‟s definitely a big one, I bet it‟s worth over a million!” 

“You don‟t even look at the quality, just this Burmese jade, even if it‟s bigger it can‟t be that 

expensive, I‟m betting not more than a million!” 

“Value over a million is big, not more than a million is small, press more to win more, press 

less to win less, everyone press fast!” 

“Da Da Da!” 



“Little tiny!” 

“……..” 

Looking at a group of suits pulling their necks and shouting, Finn was somewhat speechless, 

normal gambling is to buy rough stones themselves, and then open out jade to make 

money, open out jade to lose money, whether they win or lose is related to their own vision 

of buying stones.But in front of these people gambling stone gambling a new realm, not 

only gambling stone, but also incidentally gambling money, can really be all gambling 

genius! 
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“Ye, we also want to play a few games.”Tiger watched as everyone was betting, and was a 

little out of control. 

“Small bets, just have some fun.”With a nod, Finn agreed to play with the six vajra. 

After all, this is different from gambling, this thing is purely based on luck, there is also 

nothing to follow the experience, not a high technology can win, also can not draw a cheat, 

all to see whether the stone in front of the eyes will be green or not. 

Even if the real gambling stone everyone, also did not necessarily can see the stone in the 

end value is not worth money. 

Even if the real gambling stone everyone, also just a little trace, can distinguish which like 

high-grade goods, but really can put out green, is also impractical. 

Otherwise there would have been no such industry chain as gambling stones. 

The reason why gambling stones have been hot is because of its uncertainty, which is 

uncontrollable by human beings, and even X-rays can‟t penetrate the ingredients inside, 

which is also the most difficult and impartial place. 

However, Finn did not participate in gambling stones, because he has always believed in 

one thing, luck is conservative, for example, every day luck fixed a hundred, all wasted on 

gambling stones, may not go out and will fall. 

This was a very metaphysical thing, and Finn also believed in it very strongly. 



After all, this world even had martial artists, what else was there that didn‟t? Remember the 

URL . 

This is Schrödinger‟s cat, where everything is possible until it is scientifically certified. 

If you believe in it, you have it, if you don‟t, you don‟t, and Finn was precisely the one who 

believed in this. 

However, Finn did not choose to gamble on the stone, but had decided to waste all of his 

luck today. 

After all, Finn chose to enter this place because it was a jade shop, and there might be jade 

cards, even if the chances were just one in ten thousand or less, there was still hope. 

“Sir, is there anything I can help you with?” 

Seeing Finn arrive at the counter, a woman dressed in a black professional outfit and 

dressed very competently spoke up and asked. 

Finn gave a good-natured smile and said, “It‟s like this, I need to purchase a few pieces of 

jade to keep for my collection, can you show me all the exhibits here?” 

It was actually more convenient to just say the request. 

But fear not ten thousand, just in case, Finn is still worried that someone has already 

discovered his identity and has been secretly following him, it is possible that the other 

party suspects but is not sure, if Finn „s search for the jade medallion is discovered by other 

interested people, then it will be more difficult to find the jade medallion in the future. 

So Finn treats it as normal shopping, and if he finds a jade medallion, he buys a few other 

objects to disturb the others‟ sight. 

In fact, Finn was just suspicious, but he didn‟t find anyone following him.But Charles‟s men 

had been secretly following him, both for record keeping and to protect Finn „s privacy and 

safety, but Finn still hadn‟t caught these people once in such a long time. 

Even his own people couldn‟t be found, let alone having other people secretly following 

him, it was simply hard to find. 



Of course, it was possible that Finn was just being over-intentional, but with the attitude 

that it was better to be trustworthy than not trustworthy, Finn still decided to be as cautious 

as possible when looking for the jade medallion in the future. 

It didn‟t matter about anything else, even if he was discovered to be Ye Island Young 

Master, after all, as long as he went to the Wood Spirit Villa to cultivate, when he returned 

from his studies, he would definitely have the means to defend himself and wouldn‟t have 

to be afraid of these sneaky people laying hands on him. 

Finn had already made up his mind that he wouldn‟t leave the Wood Spirit Villa unless 

something big happened if he hadn‟t completed his studies. 

“That‟s all the exhibits?” 

Finn followed the female clerk to the exhibition hall, but the exhibition hall only a pitifully 

small number of exhibits, carefully counted, it was only thirty pieces. 

Just this little bit of jade, how can you have the nerve to open a shop? 

“Is so sir, the shop is taking a membership system, need to apply for membership in order 

to see different levels of jade, in front of it is just for normal guests to watch the 

exhibits.This is also to prevent some figure touching the wrong people, rest A**ured, our 

shop‟s membership cards are automatically presented after recharging to a certain amount, 

will not charge any membership fees, to ensure that you can buy with confidence and use 

comfort.”The female clerk explained with a smile, and then took out a price list. 

Looking at the female clerk‟s actions, it was so skillful, as if she had already done it a 

thousand or eight hundred times, Finn knew that those who really bought things seemed to 

be charging for membership. 

But seeing the price list, Finn was soothed. 

Jade is not like other things, each finished jade light is tens of thousands, easily millions, 

definitely considered a luxury. 

So top-up membership is also considered to determine whether the customer has a 

consumption level, so that according to the price into different levels of display, is also done 

to see is to afford to buy, such a win-win situation. 



Especially the membership card here is the most distinctive place is that, how much is how 

much, not a gift fee, and no discount, but even can be refunded. 

It is to apply for a membership card, if there is money left over that you don‟t want to buy 

anything, you can return the membership card and take out the money inside, this is very 

humane. 

With a simple thought, Finn figured it out. 

It was like an auction house, if you entered a large auction house, apart from looking at your 

identity, it was whether you had money or not.Entrance was usually by paying a deposit, or 

as Finn had done in Fangzhou before, you had to be a luxury car to enter and exit, just as to 

make sure that you were rich to enter. 

This membership card was the same thing as a different kind of membership card, topping 

up the fee, that is, manifesting the financial power. 

It was for this reason that Finn began to carefully look at the price list. 

Topping up with ten thousand yuan: bronze membership, privileged access to Exhibit A. 

$100,000 top-up: silver members with privileged access to Exhibits A and B. 

Up to $1,000,000: Gold members with privileged access to Exhibits A, B and C. 

$10 million top-up: platinum members with privileged access to Exhibits A, B, C and D. 

100 million: Diamond members, with privileged access to exhibition areas A, B, C, D and E. 

Charge a billion dollars: supreme members with privileged access to Exhibit A, B, C, D, and E. 

“Well?”When he saw the last row, Finn inevitably let out a soft giggle, somewhat confused, 

“How come Diamond Members and Supreme Members are treated the same?” 

If this is true, then who would apply for a Supreme Membership? 

The female shop A**istant explained: “Sir, you should be here for the first time so you are 

not sure.Actually it‟s like this, there are a total of four major jade shops in Mudou, sitting in 



Eastwood, Southwood, Westwood and Northwood respectively, the four major jade shops 

will hold a jade auction once a month, only the supreme members of each house are 

eligible to participate.” 

“An auction?” 

Hearing these three words, Finn „s eyes lit up with gold! 
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Every time he went to the auction, Finn would always find a jade medallion, as if it had 

become a given. 

Although this was very unscientific, it was true. 

So just hearing the three words auction, Finn waved his hand and said, “Come, come, get 

me a supreme membership card!” 

“What?” 

The female shop A**istant was suddenly wide-eyed and extraordinarily surprised. 

Although Finn was dressed in unusual clothes, she had never thought that Finn would be so 

rich that he would just apply for a supreme membership card without even thinking about 

it! 

“Sir, are you sure it‟s the Supreme Membership Card?”The female shop A**istant confirmed 

again and again. 

Finn nodded and said, “That‟s right, you heard it right, it‟s the Supreme Member Card.” 

Saying that, Finn took out his wallet from his bosom and pulled out a gold card from it. 

This – ICBC VIP gold card was worthy of being a symbol of identity, everywhere was very 

ranked, the female clerk saw the gold card and suddenly believed Finn „s words. A second to 

remember to read the book 



After all, this – ICBC‟s VIP Gold Card is a special bank card that requires a one-time recharge 

of one hundred million before it can be processed. 

One hundred million can be credited in one go, to say that Finn has no money, the devil 

doesn‟t believe it. 

Especially when Finn took his wallet, he deliberately chose to use his left hand.Nowadays, 

Finn „s left hand is not empty, but it carries the 4.5 million diamond-set Rolex watch that 

Wang Kaifeng gave him earlier. 

Looking at the sparkling, even somewhat dazzling light on it, no matter who couldn‟t move 

their eyes. 

Finn couldn‟t help but remember that he promised to buy a watch for Wang Kefeng but 

never bought it, and now that he was in a jade shop, then it would be a good idea to buy a 

piece of jade for Wang Kefeng in p A**ing, not only could he hide his eyes, but he could 

also give Wang Kefeng as a gift, it was simply a good way to kill two birds with one stone. 

“Sir, please move over for the card, the supreme membership card is not something I can 

decide on, I need the manager to personally appear, please wait for a moment.”The female 

clerk said, and brought Finn to the VIP lounge, making a pot of good tea before turning to 

leave. 

“Bared!” 

Drinking tea, Finn plopped down on the VIP lounge sofa, the sofa was soft and big, very 

comfortable, and when he fell into it Finn didn‟t want to get up. 

“It‟s good to be rich.” 

Finn once again sighed, indeed, as long as there was money, whatever could be done.Now 

just exhibiting money, even without spending, he was already drinking tea and enjoying it in 

the VIP lounge, and also the manager personally received it, this kind of treatment is the 

privilege of rich people ah. 

If it wasn‟t for Charles finding him at first, he would probably still be working hard at the 

moment. 

But fortunately, everything was over and everything was good now. 



Without waiting much longer, Finn heard the sound of hurried footsteps coming from 

outside. 

But when they reached the front door of the house, they stopped abruptly, and then Finn 

heard a rustling sound for about twenty seconds before the noise stopped, and then there 

was a knock on the door. 

“Knock, knock, knock!” 

There was a clear, strong but not particularly forceful knock on the door. 

“Please come in.” Finn faintly opened his mouth, his mouth showing some playfulness. 

Without much thought Finn knew that the person hurrying outside was the manager 

without fail, after all, it wasn‟t the first time Finn had encountered such a person.Of course, 

only a manager would pay this kind of attention to customers. 

The door lightly opened, a middle-aged man of about forty years old walked in, a man in a 

suit, sideburns have sideburns, but the body is standing upright, although thin, but there is 

a kind of firm and strong momentum, obviously seen the world. 

Indeed, to be able to give customers the supreme gold card, can be the existence of dealing 

with billionaires, without some real skills is also impossible. 

The middle-aged man‟s badge had several large characters written distinctly on it: manager 

Wu Zhenghuang. 

“Hello, I‟m the manager here, Wu Zhenghuang, sorry for making sir wait for so long.”Wu 

Zhenghuang opened his mouth to apologize, his eyes also contained sincerity and apology, 

which made Finn very comfortable. 

This was what a service person could look like, very attentive. 

Finn waved his hand more comfortably, “It‟s fine, I didn‟t wait long, let‟s start the card now.” 

“Okay, okay.” 

Wu Zhenghuang nodded repeatedly, followed by a wave of his hand, and the female clerk 

just now would take out a POS machine and the agreement from within a piece of furniture. 



“This one is?”Evan couldn‟t help but frown when he saw the agreement, he didn‟t know the 

law, it would be a disaster if he got screwed. 

“You open it first.”Wu Zhenghuang revealed a smile and gestured for Finn to open the 

agreement. 

Finn then opened the agreement, but he was stunned on the spot. 

Because the agreement above didn‟t write anything, just wrote the supreme membership 

card can consume places, as well as the confidentiality of the auction has been the most 

important point, that is, cash. 

Before also said the supreme membership card can withdraw cash, but did not say rules, this 

above written clearly, said must be stored for more than three months, before you can take 

out to save the balance. 

It instantly dawned on Finn that this was clearly to prevent some people who had nothing to 

lose. 

After all, some people have money, come to top up and then immediately take it out, such a 

large amount of consumption if it happens often will lead to problems on the account, just 

like making false accounts of the flowing water. 

So store three months is also to better exclude some people who are not really buying jade. 

After all, the difference between the supreme member and the diamond member is whether 

or not to participate in the auction, want to come here jade to reach 100 million yuan or 

very little, if any, are dependent on the operation of the auction, jade shop will earn money 

to the supreme member. 

A minimum of three months storage, but also to allow customers to participate in three 

auctions, so that there will be more opportunities to stimulate the supreme member 

spending. 

And one billion dollars in the bank, there will be a lot of interest as well. 

In this way, it was just that on the surface the Supreme Member was free and could 

withdraw cash, but in fact the jade shop still made a profit ah. 



Only these thoughts are fleeting in Finn „s mind, in fact, Finn does not care about such a 

small amount of money, anyway, if you can find the jade medallion, it does not matter if you 

spend all one billion. 

Moreover, Finn mainly wanted to participate in the auction, so he was going to keep the 1 

billion here, after all, the auction was once a month. 

Finn was cultivating in the Wood Spirit Villa, and there was no telling how much time he 

would need.It was definitely more than three months anyway, it wasn‟t that Finn wasn‟t 

confident, it was that he hadn‟t even p A**ed the second level of the sixteen difficult 

hurdles, if he wanted to defend himself, he would at least need to become a martial artist, 

then he would need to overcome the sixteen difficult hurdles, Finn couldn‟t even imagine 

how long it would take. 

So without much consideration, Finn just signed and sealed the agreement, because these 

were the contents of the agreement. 

And Finn is not afraid of being cheated, if the jade shop dares to engage in a yin and yang 

contract, Finn will just tell Charles, and then it will be very easy to completely annex the jade 

shop by means of destruction. 

The almighty Charles was Finn „s biggest card, just like Nobita‟s Doraemon. 

Chapter 256 

“Sir, please swipe your card.”Wu Zhenghuang respectfully handed the POS to Finn . 

When Finn nodded, he swiped his gold card. 

This POS machine seemed to be special and directly deducted a billion dollars. 

Finn had no problem with this, but instead it was more h A**le-free. 

Seeing that the transaction was complete, Wu Zhenghuang handed a black card to Finn , 

becoming more and more respectful, “Ye Shao, do you need me to personally take you to 

see the jade?” 

“Fine, then you lead the way.” Finn received the black card and agreed briskly, with the 

manager personally leading the way, he would definitely be able to look at all the jades. 



Moreover, Wu Zhenghuang‟s introduction was quite detailed, so there was no chance that 

Finn would really be able to discover any treasures. 

Only that Finn was more cautious now, and not the budding newcomer he was, the first 

thing he did after leaving the room was to go back to the hall to find the six vajra. 

“Manager, wait a moment.”After saying a word to Wu Zhenghuang, Finn walked into the 

crowd and found the Six Vajra. 

However, unlike when he came out, the current Six Vajra each had a bitter face. The first 
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“What‟s wrong?” Finn frowned and asked. 

It was the first time he had seen such a lost expression from the six big men, and he was 

surprised. 

How could these six muscular strong men, who did nothing but play every day, be so sad 

and upset. 

When Ah Hu turned back and saw Finn , he said even more bitterly, “Ye Shao, we lost 

money.” 

“How much did you lose?” 

Finn was a little unconcerned, giving a guess on the size of the betting stone, this was 

already a game of luck, it was normal to lose, this was also expected by Finn . 

Ah Hu stretched out a finger and didn‟t say anything. 

“Ten thousand?It‟s not that sad.” Finn was somewhat speechless. 

Look at this point of the Six Vajra, every time they went on a mission, they made over a 

million dollars, so why did they lose their fighting spirit for a mere ten thousand dollars. 

“It‟s one million.”Tiger bitterly said.” 



Upon hearing that, Finn couldn‟t help but stare at him.A million?You guys are really 

something!” 

Finn just went to do the card, a total total of not even half an hour, how did he lose so 

much. 

“Green more and more at the place, the four corners open windows are out of green, a look 

is a piece of intact jade, even if the quality of jade is not the finest, can be considered the 

most ordinary jade, can be so large a piece, but also worth more than a million, who would 

have thought that there are stones in the middle of the jade, this is too unscientific!” 

Tiger sighed, as did the rest of the crowd of onlookers. 

Unlike the Six Vajra‟s new arrival, but their group was playing here every day, and this time it 

was clear that they were going to make a profit, who would have thought there would be a 

stone in the middle of the jade. 

“And this matter?”Wu Zhenghuang was also very surprised when he walked in. 

Normal gambling stones if the windows were open on all sides, unless it was a scattered 

piece of jade, it must be a large jade stone, such a large jade stone was carved into the 

finished product, the value must not be expensive, he had never heard of a stone being 

wrapped around an entire jade stone, this was very unscientific. 

Finn „s eyes turned and said, “Isn‟t the value of the jade stone still depends on the price 

given by the person who bought it, I paid one million and one hundred thousand for this 

jade stone, I think it‟s worth the price.” 

As soon as Finn said this, the others brightened up. 

Right, there was still this hand. 

Since someone was bidding above a million, then the value of the stone guessing the size, it 

was definitely still the big bet that won. 

In the audience, everyone had bet on big, and now Finn „s words were suddenly profoundly 

popular, and everyone shouted Finn „s name. 

Only the opening dealer was a bit embarr A**ed: “This, it doesn‟t fit the rules.” 



The bankers were all set up by the jade shop itself, so the banker was looking at Wu 

Zhenghuang when he spoke. 

After looking at the betting situation, Wu Zhenghuang spoke up, “Alright, let‟s go by Ye 

Shao‟s opinion this time.But it‟s not a bad rule, this kind of cheating is not advocated, but 

such a large jade stone, if properly handled, the outer outline made into a large jade cup, 

the other parts made into accessories, find a master carver, the price of a million is also 

barely able to reach.Especially if there is a stone in the middle of this, which is a miracle in 

itself, if you like hunting, this jade is more collectible.” 

Wu Zhenghuang spoke in great detail, and the others were convinced after hearing it. 

Of course, the reason why Wu Zhenghuang dared to do so was because the entire game 

was only 300,000 in total, except for the six vajra who bet a total of one million.And the 

odds were only ten to one, because the jade just looked like it was going to ship. 

If this jade was sold to Finn , all in all, the jade shop didn‟t lose too much and it was 

considered a favor to Finn . 

This kind of spending a small amount of money and getting on the line with a big brother 

was Wu Zhenghuang‟s real goal. 

But Finn didn‟t think so much about it, since it was best to save money. 

Especially when he saw the Six King Kong‟s face turning from sadness to happiness after 

winning a little money, Finn felt happy. 

But when he saw that the six vajra were going to go in the spirit of the next piece of jade, 

Finn paled and said, “No more betting on it.” 

Small bets are pleasant, he didn‟t want the six vajra to become addicted to it and become 

like his grandmother‟s son, that would be bad. 

Becoming a gambling dog would be too hard to quit. 

Especially now that Finn had business to attend to, he had to go look at the jade, he might 

even find a jade medallion, which would be great. 



When the Six Vajra saw Finn „s bad face, they also knew that they had crossed the line, after 

all, they were the bodyguards, and it was a bit too much to ignore the master, but instead, 

they were here to have fun. 

And thus, the six vajra honestly followed behind Finn „s back. 

It was only when Wu Zhenghuang saw the situation that he spoke up, “Ye Shao, do you 

need to unwrap this piece of jade right now, after we finish looking at the jade, it‟s almost 

finished polishing here, after all, it‟s the cup kind, it‟s still easy.” 

“Okay, then let the master here get it.” Finn nodded his head, not caring about these small 

details. 

Just thinking about using a jade cup for drinking water in the future, that would be cool. 

After looking at the jade that was more than thirty centimeters in length, width and height, 

Finn suddenly had an idea and said, “Right, I want a large tea jar, the vintage kind, and the 

lid of the cup should also be made.There‟s no need to carve the outside of the cup, just 

write the four words “strive hard” on it.” 

If the jade cups drink water, some of them are loaded. 

But if it was replaced with a big tea jar, this kind of grounded cup look, it would be very 

friendly, and it was earthy, elegant and easy to blend in perfectly. 

The more Finn felt that he was a genius, and that such ideas could be thought of. 

It was just that Wu Zhenghuang was a bit speechless, such an idea could actually come to 

anyone‟s mind, that is, to make a large tea jar out of such high-grade goods as jade, it was 

estimated that only a rich person like Finn could be so lavish. 

Wu Zhenghuang didn‟t dare to think too much for fear that he couldn‟t help but spit, so he 

spoke up, “Ye Shao, this way please.” 

Going to visit the more advanced exhibition hall, Finn was still more interested, for the jade 

medal, or to send a gift to Wang Kefeng, or to immediately go to Wood Spirit Villa and send 

a meeting gift to the owner, the jade was a better choice. 

With that, Finn and the six vajra followed Wu Zhenghuang and headed to Exhibit B. 
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“That‟s it?” 

When he arrived at the B exhibit area, Finn was speechless. 

Because the stuff was really not good, this was when Finn would remember that Exhibit B 

actually only needed to top up 100,000 to get in, in other words, this was the 100,000 level 

jade exhibit area. 

The jade itself is very high value, so 100,000 level is completely small items, not as valuable 

as the jade just now. 

Finn , who lacked interest, didn‟t look around much, and after searching for a circle with no 

jade, he said to Wu Zhenghuang, “Let‟s go to the next exhibition area.” 

Exhibit C was at least a million level jade, so it should be quite a bit better than here. 

Wu Zhenghuang nodded as if he was expecting it, and brought Finn to the C exhibition 

area. 

As expected by Finn , the jade in Exhibition Area C was obviously better than that in 

Exhibition Area B. 

Not only was there a large variety of jade here, there was also an ample amount of it, and 

the shapes were also carved differently, making Finn somewhat overwhelmed. 

“Ye Shao, Exhibit C is the exhibit area with the most exhibits, the million level is from one 

million to nine million nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand, most of the jade prices are 

in this category, so it‟s very informative, you can take your time to look.”Wu Zhenghuang 

explained. One Second Remember to Read the Book 

After hearing Wu Zhenghuang‟s explanation, Finn revealed a sudden color. 

Although jade was a luxury item, there was an upper and lower limit. 

There weren‟t many jades that were too cheap and not very selective, that is, small objects 

like earrings and necklaces and rings, while there wouldn‟t be many jades that were too 

expensive, after all, jade is expensive in terms of raw materials, and good jade was already 



scarce compared to the price, so how could it be common.So even an amateur knew that 

the price of ordinary jade was in the million range. 

This made Finn begin to suspect that the objects in exhibition area D were perhaps even 

less than those in exhibition area B. As for exhibition area E, it was even less. 

No wonder there was no billion-dollar exhibition area, otherwise it was very likely that the 

jade shop did not have such expensive jade. 

Thinking about it, Finn began to visit Exhibit C. 

As Wu Zhenghuang said, there was a rich variety of jade here, and Finn was left to look and 

right to touch, yet in the end, he didn‟t choose an object of his choice. 

There were jade plates, jade pendants hanging from the waist, jade vases, jade teapots, in 

short, many types of jade, and even storage boxes and the like. 

It‟s just that all of these had no distinctive features, they were all carved with dragons and 

phoenixes on the outside of the jade, there was no heartbeat. 

Since they were going to give gifts to others, such common ones were definitely out of 

reach. 

So without much thought, Finn suggested, “Let‟s go, let‟s go to Exhibit D.” 

“Ah?So soon?”Wu Zhenghuang didn‟t expect Finn „s vision to be so high, but after ten 

minutes of looking around roughly, he was lacking interest. 

Of course, Finn wasn‟t lacking in interest, if it was before, he would have wanted everything, 

but he wasn‟t in his own home, and he didn‟t have a place to put them after buying them, 

so he didn‟t consider buying something for himself. 

As for the six vajra, this group of brown men are not suitable for these jades, and it‟s not 

worth it to break them by dropping them. 

Seeing that Finn was going to D exhibition area, Wu Zhenghuang no longer asked questions 

to lead the way. 

And as soon as he arrived at Exhibit D, Finn brightened up and said, “This thing is not bad.” 



In front of him was something that looked like a rolling pin, but was like a spoon with a bit 

of a curved head. 

It was the first time that Wu Zhenghuang saw that Finn was interested in an object, so he 

hurriedly explained, “Ye Shao‟s eyes are really good, this is a Hetian Jade Ruyi with a rolling 

cloud pattern on it, this jade is not only expensive, but also very collectible, it has been 

authenticated that it is an object from the Qing Dynasty.” 

“So that‟s how it is.” Finn nodded his head slightly, no wonder it was placed in the ten 

million exhibition area, the feeling was still an antique. 

But why is this spoon that looks like a rolling pin called a jade ruyi? 

Finn had heard of Jade Ruyi before, but didn‟t expect it to look like this, so he inquired, 

“Why is this thing called Jade Ruyi ah?” 

It may seem uneducated, but if you don‟t know how to ask, you‟ll understand later. 

You can also look it up online, but it‟s still more intuitive to consult with someone who really 

knows jade. 

Wu Zhenghuang also did not expect Finn would ask such a question, a little appalled, but 

still explained: “Jade Ruyi from the court, in the Eastern Han Dynasty, there is an old saying 

in ancient times, the hand can not reach, scratching can be as intended.That‟s why it‟s called 

Ruyi, which is actually the ancient itch to scratch.But no one uses this as an itchy scratch 

anymore, it‟s more about a wishful auspiciousness and happiness coming.” 

“Er…” Finn was a bit speechless, never would have thought that jade wishful thinking was an 

itchy tickle. 

It was very graphic to think of ancient people scratching their backs with such an expensive 

item. 

“Okay, I‟ll take this one, are there any other jade ruyi.” 

Finn directly clapped his hands and decided that he wanted this jade ruyi. 

Seeing how generous Finn was, Wu Zhenghuang almost got wet. 



“That, Ye Shao, this level of jade is not something you can just stock up on, so this is the 

only one we have, if you need it, we can find a way to help you find it, how many more do 

you need?”Wu Zhenghuang inquired. 

Hearing that there was only one, Finn was a little disappointed, but he wasn‟t prepared to 

ask for more, but waved his hand and said, “No, I don‟t like ordering, so let‟s say I‟ll look at 

something else.” 

After buying the itchy scratch, Finn began to look around. 

Don‟t look at the few things in Exhibit D, but they were all fine products, and every one of 

them was very resistant to beating. 

After looking around for a while, Finn chose a jade gourd for drinking and a banana fan 

inlaid with jade stones. 

“Okay, let‟s take these three pieces in total, and then show me the E exhibit area.” 

Spending forty million, Finn bought these three pieces of jade. 

He had already thought about giving the banana fan to Wang Kefeng, after all, this one was 

the largest, it appeared to be a brand name, and it was expensive, so it was not bad as a 

return gift. 

As for the jade ruyi, naturally it was to be given to the Wood Spirit Villa‟s owner as a 

meeting gift, it had a good meaning and could be used as an itchy scratch, so I guess the 

Wood Spirit Villa‟s owner could use it. 

And the last selection of jade gourd, it looks like it has fairy spirit, usually the martial arts 

teenagers in TV series carry wine gourd with them, this jade wine gourd is also really good. 

If Finn didn‟t have a large tea jar, he probably wouldn‟t have given it out.And this selection 

was either for someone else, or for the young villa owner, Muzhu. 

A beautiful man like Wood Bamboo paired with a jade gourd was indeed a perfect match. 

For Wood Bamboo, Finn doesn‟t hate it, and it‟s still Young Villa Master, so it‟s natural to get 

along well in the future.So giving out this jade gourd could be considered a meeting gift, 

and in the future, in Wood Spirit Villa, he could also rely on Wood Bamboo. 



After all, no matter what, Muzhu was still a true martial artist ah! 
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“Let‟s go, go back and see my big tea jar.” 

Arriving at Exhibit E, Finn just took a look at it and suggested leaving. 

Just as Finn had expected, there were very few things in Exhibit E, only three.They were a 

jade phoenix, a jade frame mirror, and a jade longsword. 

None of the three items were things that Finn liked too much, so Finn didn‟t want to look at 

them.Although he bought things this time when he came to the exhibition area, they were 

all gifts for others, but he didn‟t get any jade medals, even though it was expected, Finn was 

still a little disappointed. 

But he didn‟t give up completely, he was still somewhat looking forward to the auction. 

And just because the jade shop here didn‟t have any, it didn‟t mean that the jade shops in 

the other three regions didn‟t have jade medals, there was still a good chance. 

Earlier, Wu Zhenghuang had also said that there were four jade shops in Mudou One, in the 

Eastwood, Westwood, Southwood, and Northwood regions, and now he was only at one 

shop in the Eastwood region. 

Wu Zhenghuang nodded and reconsidered Finn „s suggestion, after all, Finn had already 

bought three pieces of jade this time, and he, the manager, could also get the draw, which 

was also just full, so there was nothing to be ungrateful about. 

With Finn and the six vajra, Wu Zhenghuang returned to the hall. 

The hall was the same as it was earlier, surrounded by a large number of people gambling 

stones. Finn didn‟t take the initiative to go over there, and neither did the Six Vajra. The first 
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When I came to the carver‟s side, the big tea jar was already made. 

Seeing the big tea jar with striving and struggling written on it, it was really full of positive 

energy.But when placed on a jade, it instantly turned into poisonous chicken soup. 



What else is there to strive for when you‟re using jade as a cup to drink from? 

It was estimated that if you went out with this large tea jar, you would be beaten up. 

But Finn was still full of joy and rather liked the shape of this cup. 

The carver said, “Ye Shao, after making the teacup, there were a few small jade pieces left, 

so I took the liberty of making a ring, a total of six jade wrenches, and the stone in the 

middle of this, I didn‟t touch it either, except…” 

“Only what?” Finn „s eyebrows raised, the extra material made into six wrenches, which was 

quite good as a small gift for the six vajra. 

What else could go wrong with the stone?Shouldn‟t you just throw it away?Is the stone in 

the middle of the jade not a stone? 

The sculptor took out the stone, “But this stone has a strange shape, it looks like an ancient 

token, and the material on this is not stone, but a layer of encrusted paste, as if there is 

something else inside, and I didn‟t dare to open it without permission.” 

“What?” 

Finn was shaken, he wouldn‟t be able to hear the word token, as long as he heard it was his 

body trembling. 

Rushing to take the stone, this shape was indeed just like the carver said, it was the shape of 

a token. 

The texture to the touch wasn‟t rough either, but had a greasy feel to it, was there really a 

token in it? 

Finn „s heartbeat couldn‟t help but speed up, but he still took a deep breath and controlled 

his facial expression, only slightly surprised, “This stone is a bit interesting, it does feel 

different, maybe there will really be treasures inside, then I‟ll be earning ah.” 

Ah Hu had followed Finn for so long, and was also very good at cooperating, hurriedly said, 

“How can Ye Shao make a mistake, I guess it won‟t be an ordinary stone, after all, it is the 

middle of jade, unheard of.Why don‟t you take it back and study it, what do you think, Ye 

Shao?” 



“So very good.” Finn nodded in satisfaction and looked at Tiger with an approving gaze. 

It was worthy of being his sidekick, and it was deep in his heart.After all, if it was opened 

here, if the jade medallion really came out, it would make a big deal out of things, and if he 

went home and studied it, pretending that he wasn‟t sure about what was inside now, he 

could then also just find a way to say that there was a more valuable, but not too valuable, 

thing that came out of it, so that he could also cover his tracks. 

Finn wanted to take the stone himself, but he still endured, “Tiger, you guys share the jade 

wrench, take the stone with you, let‟s go home.” 

With that, Finn held up the large tea jar and looked like he was loving it. 

As expected, everyone didn‟t care about the stone, instead they were more interested in the 

teacup in Finn „s hand. 

After all, this teacup‟s shape was extremely rare to appear on jade. 

Finn also went along to see the gambling stone, but unfortunately, this time the gambling 

stone was just very ordinary, and also had the construction of a stone in jade. 

Lacking interest, Finn left the jade shop with the six vajra, then returned to the hotel after a 

casual stroll right after. 

As soon as he arrived at the hotel, Finn went straight to the Old Tree Super Love Pangen 

Suite, and when he got back inside, Finn hurriedly said, “Tiger, hurry up and give me the 

stone, you didn‟t bump it on the way, did you?” 

“Please don‟t worry Ye, I know it‟s important, I‟ve been putting it on the inside and it didn‟t 

knock a single time, you see.”Saying that, Tiger took out the stone, and it was really intact. 

Looking at the big stone, Finn didn‟t know how to open the stone. 

With the principle that he would rather admit his mistake than let it go, Finn called Charles. 

“Charles, do you know that there are still jade cards that will be in the stone?”Evan inquired 

directly into it. 

“What?Another jade medallion?” 



From the phone, Evan could hear Charles bounce up. 

“Today, I went to the jade shop and bought a piece of jade in p A**ing, the complete jade 

actually had a stone in the middle, after opening it, only to find that it wasn‟t a stone, but a 

layer of encrustation, and this rock-like thing is the shape of a token, I reckon it‟s most likely 

that the jade medallion was hidden by someone with a heart.” Finn spoke out his thoughts, 

and he knew everything about Charles. 

“Wait young master, I have some impressions, I‟ll ask the master, there are books detailing 

the jade medal over there.” 

After saying that, Charles hung up the phone. 

After waiting for a while, Charles turned on the phone again, but it was neither 

disappointment nor excitement, but extreme urgency: “Young Master you must not touch 

that stone, first cover it with some kind of jade, oops, there is also no jade that can hold this 

thing, you‟d better go outside and dig a hole, bury the stone first, wait for me to go over.” 

“A jade?Yes, the jade that held the stone before was made into a big tea jar by me, it also 

has a lid, so it‟s just right to snap it on, but this is what I use to drink water, and from what 

you say it‟s pretty dangerous, if it‟s in my big tea jar, does it mean my big tea jar won‟t 

work?” Finn was a little worried, after all, such a good big tea jar wasn‟t something that 

could be made just by thinking about it. 

The raw material is so large although not rare, but as long as it is found, it is bound to be 

made into jade, no complete jade will be dry left placed, next time you want to find it, it will 

be more troublesome. 

The phone was speechless for a while before Charles‟ voice was heard, “Young Master, 

worthy of your reputation, you actually used jade to make a large tea jar!” 
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“Young Master you pretend first, I‟ll get you a better one later, it‟s an emergency, you do as 

I say first.”Charis said urgently. 

Hearing Charis‟ words, Evan didn‟t hesitate, so he filled the stone with a large tea jar and 

covered the lid of the cup. 



The lids of the large tea jars were all a bit larger than the mouth of the cup, so they pressed 

down easily, and there was also a concave part on the bottom side of the lid that fit 

perfectly and tightly into the mouth of the cup. 

It was only after Evan had done all this that Charles said he would be right there, and hung 

up the phone with confidence. 

Ye Island was a place with a pleasant climate, it should be in the southern location, so it only 

took half an hour for Charles to arrive at Mudou this time, and not only Charles came, but 

also Finn „s dad, Ye Yunlong, and mom, Chen Fangling, came. 

“Dad, Mom, what are you guys doing here?” 

Finn was extraordinarily surprised, he didn‟t expect to see his parents again after so long, it 

was such a wonderful feeling. 

Because of the fear of hacking, Finn hadn‟t had a video call with his parents for such a long 

time, and this was the last time he had seen his parents since he had left Ye Island. 

If you counted carefully, it seemed like four months had already p A**ed. 

“Surprised or not, surprise or not.”Chen Fangling smiled wistfully, but without losing her 

elegance and generosity, looking somewhat demure and maternal aura. Remember the URL 

. 

Finn nodded his head vigorously, “Very surprising, very surprising!” 

“I haven‟t seen you for a few months, your eldest son has become handsome, much better 

than your old man, he hasn‟t grown up all these years.”Chen Fangling said and gushed into 

Finn „s arms. 

Not to mention, since meeting his parents, after Finn „s taste had improved, the grizzly air 

had slowly decreased, and the change in temperament made Finn „s appearance seem to 

have changed slightly. 

As the saying goes, a phase is born from the heart, and now Finn is slowly developing into a 

beautiful man. 



Although he still can‟t reach the level of little fresh meat, but when put outward, he 

definitely belongs to the industry of little handsome men. 

After all, Chen Fangling is an evil level beauty, more than Finn „s girlfriends are advanced by 

more than one level. 

The most important thing was that now Chen Fangling was in her forties, but looking at you 

up there was still the appearance of an eighteen-year-old girl, which was the most terrifying. 

This kind of either relies on plastic surgery, or simply natural beauty.Unlike those touting 

frozen age with techniques yet, it was simply the appearance of an eighteen year old, with 

no wrinkles at all, and extremely bright, very agile eyes. 

Being held in Chen Fangling‟s arms, Finn only felt inexhaustible motherly love, and it was 

only then that Finn understood that what was in front of him was not a young girl, but his 

mother. 

His mother‟s embrace was very warm, and the corners of Finn „s eyes couldn‟t help but get 

wet – moist. 

“Okay, so grown up, and you still look like this!” 

Ye Yunlong snorted, frightened that Finn was about to break away from his mother‟s 

embrace, but he was hugged even tighter by Chen Fangling. 

“What? You can‟t hug me and you‟re jealous of your son?You honestly give your mother to 

stay at one side, and don‟t squeak when I don‟t let you talk.”After Chen Fangling gave Ye 

Yunlong a sanitary eye, Ye Yunlong really didn‟t squeak. 

Finn didn‟t expect that a big man of Ye Yunlong‟s level would actually obey Chen Fangling 

like the rumors. 

But for this kind of love, Finn was still very envious. 

After all, all these girls around him were obedient to him, but instead, it made Finn not feel 

like a couple, it felt as if all these girls gathered here because of Ye Island‟s prestige or 

seeing Finn „s money. 



Of course, this was just Finn „s personal thoughts, it was possible that he had misinterpreted 

these girls as well. 

No one looked up to him before he could, and since he had money, Finn had only started to 

have women‟s luck. 

That‟s it, after Finn and Chen Fangling got bored for a while, Finn saw numerous black lines 

in the corners of Ye Yunlong‟s eyes before he reluctantly left Chen Fangling‟s bosom and 

said, “Mom, let‟s get down to business.” 

“All listen to your son.”Chen Fangling chuckled, before turning her head to Ye Yunlong, 

“Alright, start your show.” 

Without uttering a word, Ye Yunlong got up and ran to the large tea jar. 

Seeing that Ye Yunlong was about to open the big tea jar, Finn ling tensed up and said, 

“Dad, watch out!” 

Ye Yunlong smiled indifferently and opened the large tea jar as if he hadn‟t heard. 

“Mom, talk to Dad!” 

Evan was a little nervous, although he didn‟t know what exactly the danger was, but Charles 

had warned him so nervously earlier, there must be something very dangerous in it, and if it 

was really dangerous, Evan wouldn‟t be able to regret it. 

He could not easily be found by his loved ones, if they died because of him, he did not 

know what he would do in the future. 

Chen Fangling patted Finn „s shoulder comfortingly and said, “Son, don‟t worry, no one but 

your father can touch this rock.” 

“What‟s going on here?”Hearing Chen Fangling‟s words, Finn was relieved, and inevitably 

became a little curious. 

Chen Fangling explained, “The reason this stone is in the middle of the jade is actually 

placed by our Chen family back then, and it is the Snake Jade Plaque that is stored 

inside.The snake jade medallion is different from other jade medallions, there is a very 



strong yin energy in it, which is just right to reconcile with the yang energy in the dragon 

jade medallion.” 

“I‟ll tell you another secret, the reason why my mother is so young is because I am the shell 

of the Snake Jade Plaque.Just like the rabbit jade medallion is a possession stream, so is the 

snake jade medallion, but the snake jade medallion is a mode of molting, and the reason 

why your father and I got married is because we dragons and snakes can achieve yin and 

yang reconciliation.That‟s why mom was able to be so young all these years, and only after 

your father takes out the snake source and places it inside my body will the Snake Jade 

Plaque be complete.” 

Chen Fangling‟s words made Finn a little cloudy, but simply put, they would be able to 

obtain the Serpent Jade Plaque and there would be no harm to their parents. 

Even through the Snake Jade Plaque, Chen Fangling could even obtain benefits, and Ye 

Yunlong was able to reconcile his yin and yang with it, and even more so, he was able to 

circulate positively and obtain benefits in squared times. 

After it dawned on him, Finn was also completely at ease and did not pay attention to his 

father being busy over there. 

The snake source was harmful to others because of yin energy, but Ye Yunlong had dragon 

energy, which was pure yang energy, so he wouldn‟t be afraid of those yin energy. Finn was 

not so worried, so he went back to his mother‟s embrace. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yunlong who was busy at the side was so angry that his teeth were 

itching. 

The old man was busy here and the kid was enjoying his blessing at the back. 

The more I thought about it, the angrier Ye Yunlong became, but after receiving Chen 

Fangling‟s hygienic eye, Ye Yunlong continued to work hard on the snake source. 

In his heart, Finn could not help but mutter, “Perhaps, being afraid of his wife is not a good 

thing, now a group of girls giving for nothing, it seems to look better.” 

For Ye Yunlong and Chen Fangling‟s love, Finn envied it, but really didn‟t dare to 

compliment it. 
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Ye Yunlong and Chen Fangling didn‟t stay for long, and after finishing the snake source, 

they quickly left. 

Finn had wanted to let his parents take more time, but the snake source needed to be 

injected into Chen Fangling‟s body, which was a rather dangerous thing, and it was 

completely impossible to solve it here, and Ye Yunlong was only temporarily suppressing 

the snake source, so he had to hurry back to Ye Island. 

The reason for coming here was also because the snake source would explode if there was a 

collision, leaking the Yin Qi. 

As for getting on the plane as well, although Finn didn‟t know the principle, but since his 

parents were able to make it here and see one side, Finn was more than satisfied. 

Now that Ye Island already had seven jade plates, there were only five left to find. 

Today was really a beautiful day, not only finding the jade medallion, but also seeing his 

parents, it was really a big profit. 

In particular, this snake jade medallion still happened to be obtained by helping the six vajra 

to free themselves. 

It was really coincidental to think about it. 

And according to Chen Fangling‟s words, the more difficult jade medals to find are actually 

the Rabbit jade medal, the Monkey jade medal and the Snake jade medal, and now that 

these three have been found, the rest of the jade medals are just ordinary jade medal 

shapes, as long as the tokens are found, then you can take your seat. 

It can be said that the most difficult level has been p A**ed, and the remaining jade tokens 

will be very easy to find. 

Previously Ye Island had not taken the initiative to look for jade medals also because it was 

worried about moving too much, besides it also needed to rely on luck to find the three 

jade medals of the Rabbit Monkey Snake, but now only five ordinary jade medals were left. 



Before leaving, Chen Fangling had said that Ye Dao would also intensify its efforts to find 

the jade medals, so the burden on Finn „s body was also loosened, and the day to return to 

Ye Dao was just around the corner. 

Thinking of this, Finn beautifully went to sleep. 

The next afternoon, Finn only woke up. 

So many days Finn had actually been rather uncomfortable, and the main reason was that 

the pressure was building up more and more as he wanted to return to Ye Island. 

He also didn‟t expect that in just four months away from Ye Island, he would be able to find 

five jade plaques, it really was a particularly lucky thing. 

And now that the burden was getting lighter and lighter, Finn „s pressure was much less and 

his sleep was much more restful. 

But originally, Finn planned to sleep through the night, only to be woken up. 

When he opened the door, Finn saw Muzhu. 

“It‟s Muzhu, is there good news?”Seeing the beautiful man outside the door, Finn „s wake-up 

call had subsided quite a bit. 

Wood Bamboo could take the initiative to come, he must have finished communicating with 

Wood Spirit Villa‟s owner, Mu Zi Yan, and was now here to inform the result. 

As expected, Muzhu spoke up, “Ye Shao, father and I have communicated, and he has 

decided that you can enter the Wood Spirit Villa, and you are greatly welcomed, but there is 

just one thing that needs to trouble you.” 

“What kind of trouble?” Finn frowned slightly, he hadn‟t thought of any trouble before. 

But seeing that Wood Bamboo‟s expression wasn‟t too ugly, he figured it wasn‟t a difficult 

matter, and Finn was thus able to feel at ease and wait for Wood Bamboo‟s reply. 

Wood Bamboo opened his mouth to explain, “The thing is like this, every year, Wood Spirit 

Villa would search for some extremely talented people from all over the country, over time, 

in fact, many people who know the inside story also know that Wood Spirit Villa needs fresh 



blood, so it gradually evolved to today, Wood Spirit Villa will no longer take the initiative to 

search for people with good talent, instead, every year on the first of May, they will start 

holding a nine-day introductory Aessment!The only way to join the Wood Spirit Villa is 

to p A all the exams.” 

“You mean, I still have to take the exam?” Finn didn‟t shy away from reading novels, this 

often happened in them, before entering the clan you need to A**ess, and only those who 

reach the conditions can be accepted into the clan. 

The reasoning was clear to Finn , but he didn‟t have this kind of innate condition, he was just 

an ordinary person now, any one with talent could easily KO him, talk about entering the 

Wood Spirit Villa. 

If the Six Vajra could get in, it was still very possible.But Finn was autonomous, he didn‟t 

have that kind of strength. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the results of the written test, and then 

you‟ll see the results of the test.And I‟m perfectly capable of giving you a full score on the 

written test first, and you can definitely get a full score on the written test, as for the martial 

test, as long as you can complete half of the remaining seventy percent of the A**essment, 

you can actually easily enter the Wood Spirit Villa.” 

“Blackout?” Finn instantly understood what Muzhu was thinking, which was to let him pivot 

ahead of time, and indeed, no matter where it was, as long as one had the strength, one 

could want the dark side. 

But even so, Finn still had a sad face. 

“What‟s wrong, Ye Shao?Is there anything else you don‟t like about it?”Muzhu was a little 

puzzled, the conditions he offered were already very lenient, basically entering the Wood 

Spirit Villa was a sure thing, why was Finn still sad-faced. 

Finn covered his face, “I‟m not going to lie, I‟m afraid that I won‟t get a single point in terms 

of the martial arts Aessment.Previously, Mu Zi Ling, which is my master, tested me and 

there were sixteen small levels, but I didn’t even p A the most basic first level.” 

It was a shame to say it, but Finn also had to say it, after all, this mattered whether or not he 

could enter the Wood Spirit Villa in his A**essment, it was better to make the bottom line 

clear, and now although there were only less than ten days to May 1st, he could find a way 

to change the questions, right? 



Muzhu‟s face also completely fell, not expecting Finn to be so useless. 

“Ye Shao, you‟re not joking, didn‟t you say that you‟re Old Villa Master‟s disciple, with Old 

Villa Master‟s temperament, it‟s impossible for him not to train you at all ah, how could you 

not even p A** the first level.Our Aessment is actually the Old Villa Master’s method, the 

sixteen levels of weight bearing, if a martial artist takes part in the Aessment, he will 

directly make an exception and accept it.You should at least hold on to the ninth level to be 

a solid entry into the villa ah, how could this be.”Muzhu was anxiously scratching his ears, 

but there was nothing he could do. 

Finn was also extremely speechless, but not at Wood Bamboo, but at his own uselessness. 

Muzhu had already helped a lot, in other words, as long as he revealed the questions of the 

written test, it would be easy to get thirty points for the total score, while the martial arts 

Aessment side only needed to get thirty points, which was actually equivalent to 

completing half of the martial arts Aessment. 

But obviously, now Finn „s ability, it was estimated that he wouldn‟t be able to get a single 

point on the martial arts A**essment side, getting a zero duck egg would be more like it. 

“Ye Shao, you wait for me, I‟ll go back and communicate with father.”Mu Zhu couldn‟t think 

of anything good to do after thinking for a while, who let Finn be so incompetent. 
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After bidding farewell to the wood bamboo, Finn was in a bit of a bad mood. 

It wasn‟t that he was angry at Muzhu, but rather he had a deep sense of incompetence 

about himself. 

This feeling was like when Finn had no money before, but if you didn‟t have money, you 

became rich after being found by your family.But martial arts was different, even if you 

found a famous master, it was useless, you still needed to progress yourself step by step. 

It really wasn‟t that Finn hadn‟t thought of anything, it was reasonable to say that if he could 

p A** on his skills, Ye Island wouldn‟t be so troublesome to let Finn train, and he would 

probably have become a top expert long ago. 



But Charles has never mentioned this aspect, it is obvious that he can‟t p A** on his power, 

and needs to work hard.That‟s why Charles hadn‟t said anything about martial arts, just in 

case it would undermine Finn „s self-confidence. 

“Forget it, don‟t want to.” 

Finn shook his head and dismissed the distracting thoughts inside, it was useless to think 

about it now, he might as well try his best while Muzhu went back to think of ideas. 

As the saying goes, a drop of water can penetrate a stone, and Finn also believed in thick 

and thin. 

After opening his phone and searching for a while, Finn chose a gym, and if he had time to 

think blindly, he might as well go for an actual workout. 

The gym wasn‟t far from Finn „s hotel, but it wasn‟t close either, a full five kilometers. First 
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In the past, Finn would have taken a taxi, and it would be a great time saver to arrive in ten 

minutes.But now that he said he was going to exercise, Finn decided to run over. 

The only thing that Finn was glad about was that he wasn‟t a fatty, otherwise running would 

have been weight training. 

But even so, Finn ran and stopped for nearly an hour before arriving at this gym. 

The appearance of the gym was very atmospheric, an independent three-story building, 

with two big words written on the building: arashi movement. 

Equipped with a running logo, it looked quite decent. 

As soon as he entered Elysium Motion, Finn was stopped by the security guard. 

Finn frowned, “What are you doing?” 

He is now in a bad mood, and the security guard‟s blocking of him can‟t help but make him 

angry. 



This is not to buy clothes to buy a car to buy a house, how there will be ignorant of the 

security guard to stop the road, is it still think he is hanging silk it, can not see his hands set 

with diamonds Rolex watch it? 

The security guard faintly spoke, “Please present your gym card.” 

“I‟ll show your grandmother‟s leg, it‟s my first time here and I haven‟t got a card yet, where‟s 

my gym card!” Finn was a little dissatisfied, the service attitude here was so bad, and it was 

clearly about mandatory consumption. 

Although it was necessary to get a card to go to the gym, but it was usually done after 

visiting first and only after feeling okay, how could it be this way, even before going in to 

visit, you have to get a card first, this is really a strange gym. 

The security guard showed a disdainful expression and sneered, “Then get out of here, I 

haven‟t seen many like you, get out of here!” 

“Are you fcking eating sht in the morning, spewing sh*t all over the place, how am I doing?” 

Finn looked at the security guard with anger, if he hadn‟t brought out the six vajra, he would 

have had someone beat up the security guard in front of him. 

He didn‟t mess with the security guard either, so why did the other party look down on him 

like that. 

“Still need me to say it through?”The company‟s main business is to provide a wide range of 

products and services to its customers, and to help them to make the most of their 

opportunities,” he said.How about that, no talking?By me?” 

The security guard looked at Finn coldly, his eyes full of disdain. 

The reason is because the security guard said, there will be this kind of tumor, obviously 

can‟t afford to give up money, running around the outside of the gym, after running, also 

shamelessly go to the gym inside a free bath. 

After all, the bathroom does not need to swipe the card to enter, some drill the hole to go 

in the big wash special wash to take advantage of the small. 

It is precisely these people who take advantage of the small advantage, only to let Finn , 

who really want to fitness, bear the name of unnecessary abuse. 



Only those people Finn could not catch, but the security guard in front of him was really 

scolding him, a yard is a yard, for the security guard‟s behavior, Finn is still unforgivable. 

“What‟s the noise?What happened?” 

Just then, a middle-aged man in a suit walked over, with a badge that read Manager Wu 

Chunlong. 

“Brother Long, it‟s like this, this kid is also here to take a shower, I stopped him.”When he 

saw Wu Chunlong, the security guard revealed a flattering smile. 

Wu Chunlong nodded approvingly, “Good, next time you encounter a free bath, just blast it 

out, our Lashi Mobile is not a charity organization, not giving free baths to others, this 

month you get a hundred raise as a bonus, work well in the future.” 

“Thank you, Brother Long.”The security guard was filled with joy, but Finn could clearly see 

the calm and complacency under the security guard‟s eyes, it was obvious that it wasn‟t the 

first time the security guard had gotten a bonus from this. 

No wonder the security guard had just blasted him out and was deliberately so loud, he 

dared to attract Wu Chunlong‟s attention and then take the opportunity to get the bonus! 

Originally, Finn wasn‟t that angry, thinking that the security guard was upright and 

everything was for Arashi.But now it seems that the security guard is to get the bonus, as 

long as there is no fitness card all out to blow, anyway, some people leave also on the 

account, it becomes the security guard‟s one word. 

This kind of playfulness if not the security guard has talent, then it is a thousand times 

hammered out. 

But how many potential customers will this cost Lashio? 

Of course, Finn doesn‟t care about the loss of Mashiro, but because of the use of security 

and abused by security, Finn really can‟t swallow this breath. 

In addition it is true that the security guard‟s problem, nor is it the service problem of 

Mashiro itself, and Finn is to apply for a fitness card, this gym is also not bad, a variety of 

ideas mixed, Finn raised his hand: “You are the manager, give me a moment, I still have 

something to say!”. 



Thinking that Finn was the kind of person the security guard said was scuffing the shower, 

Wu Chunlong glanced at Finn and prepared to oust him.But with just one glance, Wu 

Chunlong‟s expression changed from anger to shock and finally to flattery. 

It wasn‟t because of anything else, it was because the hand that Finn raised was precisely 

the left hand, the exposed watch shone with a radiant light, even those who didn‟t know 

anything about watches, when they saw this dazzling light, they couldn‟t leave the 

realization at all, and even more so, they understood that the watch was worth a lot. 

“Sir, what do you need?”Wu Chunlong looked flattered. 

The security guard secretly said badly at the sight, if Wu Chunlong spoke to Finn , then his 

deliberate and indiscriminate ousting of Finn would be exposed. 

As soon as his eyes turned, the security guard hurriedly stopped him, “Brother Long, I think 

he‟s just some sophomoric words, leave this matter to me, I won‟t bother you, I‟ll personally 

blow him out!” 
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“Pop!” 

Finn originally wanted to forcefully open his mouth to leave Wu Chunlong behind, but 

unexpectedly, Wu Chunlong backhandedly slapped the security guard just after the security 

guard‟s words, which shocked Finn . 

But this slap was really crisp, and the anger in Finn „s heart instantly turned into a sense of 

relief, incomparably smooth! 

Although, he didn‟t know why Wu Chun-Long had hit the security guard…. 

But cool is done, what‟s the point of thinking so much. 

And without waiting for Finn to ask a question, the security guard was startled and said, 

“Brother Long, what are you hitting me for?” 

“Don‟t you know what you‟re being beaten for?Normally I wouldn‟t talk about you, how 

you‟re smart enough to do confusing things.”Wu Chunlong snorted. 



“What‟s wrong with me?”The security guard was stubborn, and his eyes showed even more 

anger. 

Wu Chunlong sneered, “Don‟t forget, I‟m a security guard by birth, and I‟ve gotten into the 

manager position, so that little trick of yours is what I‟m playing with, do you still need me 

to say it explicitly?” 

The security guard did not speak, Wu Chunlong was again: “Usually you just chuck people 

out for a little performance, get some bonus, I‟ve turned a blind eye.The company‟s main 

business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers, and to ensure 

that its products and services are of the highest quality.You‟re really naive to think that 

every time I give you a bonus, it‟s just to make you take the blame, after all, you get the 

bonus, I can also prove that I didn‟t know about it, it‟s all about you cutting first, I also 

pretend that I can‟t see the truth of the matter, and the client won‟t blame me on my head.” 
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“You know all that?So what do you mean by all this now that I‟m already an outcast?”The 

security guard had lost his previous anger and instead became a bit frightened, and since 

Wu Chunlong was having such an important showdown with him, it was clear that he was 

no longer of use. 

“Do you know who used this trick of yours in the first place?It was the last manager, he used 

to drive away some people, to get bonuses for performance, but the most offended the 

wrong big man, if not for my sharp eyes to leave customers, now do you think my little 

security guard can mix to the manager‟s position?”Wu Chunlong sneered. 

As soon as this statement was made, even if the security guard‟s head was bad, he knew the 

meaning of Wu Chunlong‟s words, which was that Finn was a big brother. 

But just now, Wu Chunlong still had that expression, how come he suddenly changed after 

seeing Finn , he obviously didn‟t know him before, how come he knew Finn „s honorable 

status in an instant? 

Seeing the security guard‟s confusion, Wu Chunlong sneered, “Even if you die, I‟ll let you die 

with a clearer understanding, have you seen this gentleman‟s watch, it‟s a Rolex boutique, 

the most expensive model newly released in 19 years, the market price is 4 million, but if 

you get it, even if you have an acquaintance, you‟ll need a full 4.5 million to take it down.” 

“How is this possible?Isn‟t this a plastic watch.”The security guard swallowed his saliva and 

looked at Finn again, having changed from his previous disdain to just panic. 



A watch was over four million big shot, how could it be an existence he could mess with. 

At this moment, the security guard only knew why Wu Chunlong slapped him. 

“Pfft!” 

The security guard‟s legs weakened, and he directly knelt in front of Finn , begging, “Sir, it‟s 

me who offended you, please be generous and spare my life, I‟m old and young, and I didn‟t 

mean to deceive you, I know I was wrong, please spare my dog‟s life.” 

After the security guard said that, he started to kowtow with a thud, even though blood was 

coming out of his head, it was as if he didn‟t know anything, he was kowtowing madly just 

to pray for Finn „s forgiveness. 

Finn did not expect things to turn out like this, he originally wanted to demonstrate his 

strength and then make a small report to the manager to get rid of the security guard, but 

he did not expect the manager to directly make peace with the situation, directly point out 

the security guard‟s little tricks, and also scared the security guard to kneel here and 

kowtow, I have to say that Wu Chunlong really has a lot of tricks. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual product. 

Finn doesn‟t hate such people, don‟t look at Wu Chunlong also plays tricks, but one of the 

smartest things about Wu Chunlong is that he knows when to play and with whom to play. 

And now like this, not only does not involve Finn „s interests, but also let Finn „s heart is 

smooth, to reach a win-win situation, and why not? 

This reasoning is actually very simple, just like going to the mall to buy clothes, one hundred 

dollars for a piece of clothing, Finn also knows that the merchant must have made money, 

but it is not clear, because the profit made by the merchant is within the acceptable range, 

that is, the hard work. 

But if the opinion clothes a hundred dollars, but sold to ten thousand, deliberately pitted 

against Finn , this will make Finn unhappy with this kind of black merchants. 

And right now, Wu Chunlong was a normal merchant, playing tricks that were comfortable 

to see and reasonable to exist. 



“Hurry up and get lost!” 

Finn grunted coldly, stretching out his leg is a kick directly on the security guard‟s back, the 

security guard suddenly a dog eat sh*t on the ground. 

But the security guard not only didn‟t resist in the slightest, but thanked him a thousand 

times before roundly rolling out. 

This was the trick Wu Chunlong had just played. 

If Wu Chunlong hadn‟t pointed out Finn „s identity so clearly, perhaps the security guard 

wouldn‟t have done anything even if he knew the truth now.But Wu Chunlong had already 

scared the security guard out of his wits by taking the initiative to make peace with the 

situation. 

“You‟re good.” Finn looked at Wu Chunlong with approval and nodded his head in 

satisfaction. 

For this kind of people who would come to trouble, Finn liked them very much. 

Even if these people‟s methods were dishonorable, so what?At least it didn‟t involve Finn „s 

interests, and Finn was cool with it, so that was enough. 

And correspondingly giving Wu Chunlong some sweetness, Finn was more than willing to 

do so. 

This was the positive conspiracy that made Finn completely irresistible. 

Knowing that it was Wu Chunlong‟s tactics, but Finn was willing to jump into the pit. 

“Thank you sir for the compliment, please sir, move over and I‟ll introduce you to this 

gym.”Wu Chunlong‟s heart was happy, he really had gambled right. 

It was a great risk to do so, yet it was the shortest and fastest way to reap what he wanted. 

Just like that, the two of them laughed and had a wave of commercial huffing and puffing, 

and also started to go inside the gym to start the official tour. 



Wu Chunlong led the way in the front, introducing the various facilities as well as tutorials, 

while Finn listened in the back.This kind of visit is the normal steps of the fitness center card 

application that Finn understands. 

It took 20 minutes, and after Wu Chunlong‟s meticulous and detailed explanation, Finn has 

already understood the general situation of the gym. 

Generally speaking, it was a top-notch gym, not only was the facility complete, but it also 

had personal trainers, which was a perfect match for someone like Finn who wanted to 

enhance his strength for a short period of time. 

So Finn didn‟t get any ink, and took out his golden card and threw it to Wu Chunlong. 

“Get me a membership card of the highest standard!” 
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“Here‟s your card.” 

Wu Chunlong respectfully handed over the membership card and the gold card to Finn „s 

hand. 

Looking at the black fitness card, Finn knew that this was an extraordinary item. 

Without waiting for Finn to ask, Wu Chunlong explained, “This Elysian Motion black card 

allows you to enjoy all the privileges of Elysian Motion, not only can you think about all the 

items, but also has a personal one-on-one instruction with a dedicated fitness instructor.” 

“One-on-one?It‟s not bad.”What Finn came here to want more than just training was a 

trainer, after all, they were all professional fitness trainers who could definitely help him 

choose the best fitness methods. 

Now Finn just wanted a quick fix to increase his body‟s endurance, if he were to train on his 

own, he would only choose treadmills or something else, as for the rest, he either doesn‟t 

know how to train. 

I heard that improper training would most likely cause excessive wear and tear on the 

body‟s functions, which was something that Finn didn‟t want to see. 



“Then Mr. Ye wait a moment, I‟ll bring the fitness trainer over, you can have black tea first.” 

After Wu Chunlong said that, he directly left. 

Finn , on the other hand, was drinking tea in the office of the manager of Elysium Action, as 

expected, as long as there was money, he could enjoy privileges no matter where he was. 

It was estimated that other people, who might have been working out here for a year, would 

have never seen the manager, and even being invited in for tea was even harder. 

Not long after, the door knocked, then Wu Chunlong walked in, and Finn saw the person 

behind Wu Chunlong could not help but tightly frown. 

But before Finn was dissatisfied, the person who came in behind Wu Chunlong walked right 

up to Finn and poured the black tea in front of Finn directly into the trash can. 

“This sweetened black tea is not suitable for drinking before training, it adds too many 

amino acids and is not good for muscle training, don‟t touch the sweetened black tea in the 

future.” 

The cold voice entered Finn „s ears, and Finn was startled. 

It was only immediately after that that Finn began to re-examine the woman in front of him, 

yes, it was a woman. 

The reason why Finn was dissatisfied earlier is because the fitness coach is a woman, most 

likely Wu Chunlong deliberately arranged, after all, which men do not like women, but Finn 

is want to train, more want to find is a tall muscular man, slender woman a look is a vase, 

which knows what fitness. 

But just a word, Finn can not ignore the woman‟s professionalism. 

After reexamining, Finn couldn‟t help but be shocked. 

The woman in front of him was thin, but she was not as thin as the average woman, but had 

streamlined muscles that were not visible until they were not very large, but they looked 

exceptionally strong. 



It‟s not the kind of greasy strength of muscle men, but similar to Bruce Lee‟s kind, it‟s lean 

and strong.A look at the explosive sense is very good, especially the woman‟s front bump 

and back, but a look at the tight A** is formed by squat training, not only round and round, 

but also very solid. 

The more he looked, the more Evan showed his admiration. 

“This is not bad.” Finn finally spoke up and patted the woman in front of him. 

As long as it wasn‟t a vase, but one with true talent, Finn was very impressed. 

It wasn‟t that he looked down on the vase, but it was all about the occasion.If you were 

looking for a support deck, it‟s actually quite good to find a vase as an ornament, but now 

that Finn is training, it‟s naturally impossible to want a vase. 

The reason why Finn feel girls are vase, not for everyone, but the woman in front of her is 

the look of the vase, if not carefully look at the body, just look at the looks, this delicate little 

face, big eyes with cherry – peach small mouth, completely not inferior to a line of stars, but 

also a valiant posture, is the general girls are not temperament. 

I can‟t imagine why such a good-looking woman would need to work so hard. 

Finn is not spiteful, but envious and jealous, after all, better than him is still working hard, 

his heart is even more inferior. 

When Wu Chunlong saw that there was a show, he said proudly, “Mr. Ye, this coach is called 

Luo Lan, who came here the day before yesterday, all the coaches are not her rivals, and has 

already sat down as the number one coach here, but the price that coach Luo Lan wants is 

higher, so no one has been able to afford to order, only Mr. Ye can afford to order when he 

is so generous.” 

Huh?That good?The first coach? 

Finn „s heart was shocked, it was really human and Heroine. 

“Alright, let‟s start training now, my time is limited, I can only train for seven days, hopefully 

within seven days you will have significant results.”Luo Lan faintly spoke. 

“Seven days?What‟s going on?” Finn frowned. 



He had originally changed his mind about Luo Lan, but Luo Lan‟s attitude was really a bit 

bad, too direct, and he didn‟t know how to speak tactfully, so it was rather unsatisfactory, 

even if it was a good word, it was still hard to accept. 

Wu Chunlong said awkwardly, “It‟s like this, Mr. Ye.Coach Luo Lan came here for other 

things, originally came here to work out by the way of kicking the gym, and we saw that 

Coach Luo Lan is very strong, so we thought of hiring him as a coach for a few days, just as 

a sitting room.” 

“That‟s fine, I‟ll only train for seven days anyway.” Finn pinched his fingers, he was also seven 

days away from preparing for the introductory A**essment. 

“You also seven days, but seven days is useless, you won‟t even be able to train your 

abs.”Luo Lan frowned, “I originally received money to tell you some exercise methods, these 

methods you train hard and stick to them for a year and a half, it will also strengthen your 

physique more than three times, if it‟s seven days even, I can‟t have any good training to 

help you speed up, you‟d better hire someone else, I‟ll refund you this tuition.” 

Finn „s eyebrows raised, Luo Lan was really direct in her words. 

Only Finn wasn‟t annoyed, but explained, “I need to take an exam in seven days, if I p A** I‟ll 

have more profound training, if I don‟t I‟ll stick to your method, after all, triple is also very 

strong.When I say seven days, it‟s just that I can train for seven days here, can‟t I train 

without being here?” 

“I see, that‟s a coincidence, I‟m also taking an exam in seven days, if I fail maybe I‟ll come 

back and continue teaching you, but there‟s no if, I‟ll succeed!” 

Finn was slightly startled, he saw the essence that erupted from Luo Lan‟s eyes, shining like 

a star, making people not dare to look directly but would be deeply attracted by it, perhaps 

this was the glory of dreams. 

Seeing this fighting spirit of Luo Lan, Finn also appreciated Luo Lan more and more. 

What he wanted was this kind of forward momentum, and he couldn‟t help but have a lot of 

confidence in the examination in seven days. 

And just like that, the seven-day training had officially begun! 



Finn also completely didn‟t expect that the seemingly less friendly Luo Lan would make so 

much cruel training, even though Finn had already guessed that it would be tiring, he didn‟t 

expect that this training would be far more difficult and terrifying than he had imagined…. 
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The most important thing to bear is that Luo Lan has to train with a real person every day, 

and every day, he is beaten all over the body. 

The most important thing to remember is that you can‟t be afraid of the fact that you can‟t 

do anything. 

At one point, Finn thought that Luo Lan thought he was simply a rich kid who relied on his 

family‟s money to go out and be dashing, and that‟s why he hit him so hard, but after seven 

days, Finn found out that this wasn‟t the case, because Finn „s physique was indeed much 

better than it was seven days ago. 

Most importantly, normal daily training would lead to back pain, which was also the norm, 

especially since improper training would lead to huge muscle deformities, but Finn did not. 

Just because Lan Luo‟s strikes and m Aage to revitalize blood were similar, both of them 

were striking acupuncture points as well as muscle m A, so every day training, Finn felt 

very energetic. 

It had to be said that Lan Luo‟s training was indeed very effective. 

After seven days, Finn was able to hold on to the third level of the sixteen hurdles, and even 

with gritting his teeth Finn felt that he could reach the fourth hurdle. 

Although there was still a big gap between the nine levels, but this remarkable improvement 

also really made Finn „s physique much stronger, and at the moment it was already more 

than twice as strong as seven days ago. 

Only that Roland still spoke as ruthlessly and cruelly as before. 

The reason why Finn was able to improve so much in a week was because there was no 

training after the previous one, so the initial training was the reason why he was able to 

strengthen his physique so fast, and the later the training, the worse the effect was actually, 



the highest this training method could be was to strengthen his physique to three times as 

much. The first website 

So, fitness training was still a perseverance thing, not something that could be achieved 

overnight. 

Only by the time Evan understood, it was already time to part. 

“Ah!” 

Finn screamed and flew out, hitting the ground heavily, luckily it was covered with tatami 

mats, otherwise Finn would probably have thrown out internal injuries from this. 

“Well, today‟s training is over, we‟ll meet again if we have the chance!”After that, Luo Lan 

was leaving. 

Today was the last item on the seventh day of training, and it was finally time to part. 

“Wait!”Evan called out to Luo Lan, who was struggling to get up from the ground. 

“What else?”Luo Lan stopped walking. 

Finn scratched his head and said, “It‟s nothing, this is for you, take it as my gift to you.These 

seven days, quite thankful for you.” 

Finn took out a document from his bag, this document was a copy given to him by Muzhu, 

it was none other than the title of the introductory examination of the Wood Spirit Villa. 

Although this set of questions was for the exam, it was also useful to Roland. 

Many of the questions on this set of questions were related to cultivation, and even if 

Roland wasn‟t going to A**ess the Wood Spirit Villa, the knowledge inside this set of 

questions would be very helpful to those who cultivated, after all, the answers that 

accompanied the questions were written in great detail above. 

In fact, Muzhu did this to give Finn a deeper insight into the topic. 



Although he had given money to Luo Lan these days, but for Finn , district money was not 

enough to help Luo Lan, and the help Luo Lan had given him these days was far from being 

compensated with money. 

With his health doubled, Finn had gotten out of subhealth, and might be able to live for a 

few more years as a result.This great help made Finn repay Luo Lan with nothing. 

After all, Luo Lan is now a fitness instructor, and if Finn sends something, he will send fitness 

equipment, or at most flowers, but what the hell is this document. 

In curiosity, Luo Lan opened the file. 

But when she saw the first title, Lan Luo was completely shocked. 

The first topic of the document was the role of acupuncture points for cultivation, equipped 

with answers below.Seeing the questions and answers, Luo Lan was completely unable to 

help himself. 

Indeed, for fitness enthusiasts, exercise was very important, yet far from thinking about 

cultivation, after all, that was something that only existed in fantasy novels. 

It was only Luo Lan, as Finn „s fitness instructor, that Finn was willing to reveal this 

information to Luo Lan. 

“Luo Lan, a lot of this document looks unrealistic, but it is really effective, with your talent, 

you might even cultivate to become a martial artist, work hard in the future, if you become a 

martial artist, I‟m willing to hire you as a protégé for me at a big price oh.” Finn smiled, if it 

were anyone else, Finn wouldn‟t have said this.But after a few days of contact, Finn felt more 

and more that Luo Lan had an upright heart and was by no means a villain. 

In particular, Luo Lan‟s true strength was simply exaggerated.In terms of explaining the 

sixteen hurdles, Luo Lan had been able to hold on to the sixteenth hurdle, and was only one 

step away from being able to officially enter the ranks of martial artists, and was quite a bit 

stronger than Ah Hu. 

This was also the reason why Finn was willing to be trained by Luo Lan, after all, the strength 

of others was right there. 



If Luo Lan was a genius, he would probably be able to enter a martial artist in the short term 

after reading these topics and going back to thinking. 

Thinking of this, Finn was a little happy, after all, Luo Lan was his coach, and seeing that his 

coaches were strong martial artists, he had light on his face. 

“It seems that you like it, so take your time reading it, I‟m going to take a shower first.” 

Tired and sweaty, Finn wanted to take a shower, but when Finn returned from his shower, 

Lan Luo was still focused on reading the document, not moving an inch, not even moving 

her body, like a statue. 

Finn was a little speechless, as expected people are different.When he got the title, Finn was 

also very new and wanted to learn about it, but he couldn‟t understand it at all, it was very 

obscure and difficult to understand, and just the first acupuncture point was completely 

difficult for Finn . 

The title is not to ask how many acupuncture points are in the body, but to give a picture, 

the picture is marked acupuncture points, just no name, up first to fill in the name of the 

acupuncture points, this thing is simply one wrong step at a time.And after filling out the 

picture there were also several special acupuncture points that had to be marked. 

Just one question alone, Finn was completely defeated, but Lan Luo had been looking at it 

for a full hour and still hadn‟t finished it, even relishing it, this was the difference in talent. 

“Forget it, you can read it first, I can go home, ouch my old back!”Every day after the last 

item was finished, Finn would go to push-up weight bearing alone, just to A**ess and see 

which level he was at now and how long he could last. 

So the most tiring part of every day was the waist. 

However, just as Finn finished changing into his casual clothes and was about to leave the 

gym, a shadow approached from his rear in a hurry and locked Finn with a small tackle in no 

time! 
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“Ouch, Ouch!Luo Lan help me!” Finn shouted loudly. 



But Luo Lan didn‟t respond, and Finn couldn‟t help but look back and see that the shadow 

that was holding him down was Luo Lan. 

“Luo Lan?What are you doing?” Finn completely didn‟t expect that it was Luo Lan who had 

attacked him. 

Lan Luo frowned, ” Finn , where did you get this from?” 

“It doesn‟t matter where it came from, what matters is why you locked me up, huh?Wouldn‟t 

you just ask, I‟m not running.” Finn was both angry and amused. 

That was indeed the case, Luo Lan asked him questions and he couldn‟t not answer them, so 

why bother. 

Fortunately, Finn was in better shape now, if it had been a week ago, Finn would probably 

have broken his bones just from this little escapade.After all, Lan Luo didn‟t do it lightly, and 

the feeling that just gave Finn was like a black bear slapping him, it was especially sore. 

“Huh?Sorry sorry.”Luo Lan hurriedly let go of Finn at the news, her face actually showed a 

hint of redness. 

But in Finn „s opinion, it wasn‟t shyness, it was simply embarr A**ment, Luo Lan looked like a 

goddess, but if you knew anything about her, you would know that she was a heroine, big 

brother. 

Shy?It doesn‟t exist, Roland will never be shy in his life. Remember the URL . 

Luo Lan said awkwardly, “I was just in a hurry.” 

“Impatience, what‟s there to be impatient about?” Finn was extremely speechless as he took 

the document in Luo Lan‟s hand, but he froze at the first glance. 

“What do you think of the Wood Spirit Villa?” 

What a problem this is! 

Finn was extremely confused, he didn‟t expect there to be such a question, Finn had read 

the first few before, and this back question was completely unread, he didn‟t expect Wood 

Spirit Villa to have such a question, and the standard answer was also very funny. 



The answer was written: the Wood Spirit Villa Sai Gao, the Wood Spirit Villa is bullish, the 

number one mountain village in the world, a hundred times more bullish than the Thunder 

Spirit Villa, the Fire Spirit Villa and the Wind Spirit Villa. 

Isn‟t this just a bare-bones marketing idea, and it‟s not so bad as to suppress other 

mountain villa. 

“How did you learn about the Wood Spirit Mountain Villa?And where did this document 

come from, I‟ve heard that this year‟s Wood Spirit Villa is different from previous years, there 

is a written test section, I‟m still a little unsure, I can‟t believe you got the test questions in 

advance, say it, what is your relationship with Wood Spirit Villa?”Luo Lan frowned and asked. 

Only now did it dawn on Finn , no wonder Luo Lan and his were taking the exam on the 

same day, emotionally they were both going to take the Wood Spirit Villa. 

There was a dark side to the transmutation question, and it was seen by the other Aessors, 

wouldn’t it be embarr Aing…. 

“That, listen to my sophistry….No, you listen to my explanation.” Finn scratched his head in 

embarr A**ment never imagining that things had turned out like this. 

“Go ahead, I want to hear what you have to explain.”Luo Lan snorted coldly. 

Finn also knew that Luo Lan had a righteous mind and hated this kind of cheating collusion 

the most. 

So after thinking for a while, Finn didn‟t think of anything good to say, so he asked, “By the 

way, why do you know about the Wood Spirit Villa, this is a hidden matter, could it be that 

you are also from a family?How else could you know.” 

“I‟m from the Luo family of Luo Yun Mountain, but I‟ve severed ties now.”Lan Luo faintly 

spoke as if what she was saying was not her business. 

Finn , however, saw the gloom in Luo Lan‟s eyes and felt that there was a play, and if he 

continued to ask, he would definitely be able to change the subject. 

Thinking about it, Finn opened his mouth and pressed on, “I‟ve heard of the Luo family, it‟s 

also a hidden family, just like the Wang family in Hundred Flowers City, it‟s best at martial 



arts.With your skills, you‟re about to become a martial artist, why do you still want to cut 

ties, could it be that you‟re also looking good and want to send you to become a star?” 

Finn but knew that the most hated thing about the women of the hidden family was being a 

star, when Wang Kexin was almost forced to be a star too. 

Lan Luo nodded, “I can‟t believe you know all this, indeed, the family forced me to be a star, 

I refused, that‟s why I ran away from home.” 

“But why ah?You‟re so skilled, even if you don‟t become a star, you‟ll be a good help to the 

family, huh?” Finn couldn‟t understand why he had to be forced to become a star. 

Luo Lan sighed: “This is also something that can‟t be helped, I have been set to be a child 

marriage since I was young, listening to you, you are also from a hidden family, you should 

know that this kind of marriage is the word of the parents, I won‟t like someone I haven‟t 

even met, so the family forced me to be a star, and I didn‟t want to, so I broke off my 

relationship and ran out, hoping to enter the Wood Spirit Villa, with the Wood SpiritThe 

mountain village is sheltered, and it will also be able to eat and drink in the future.” 

Finn nodded and said, “So that‟s how it is, no wonder.” 

When he heard that Luo Lan was from a hidden family, he actually wondered why Luo Lan 

would come out to earn money as a coach, but it turned out that he was disconnected from 

the family and had no money to sustain his life. 

“Let‟s say, I‟ll help to the end when I‟m the good guy, don‟t you say that the family is better 

than you getting married, then I can go back and help you say goodbye, then you can be in 

the family even without getting married, my prestige is still available.” Finn smiled 

heedlessly. 

Of course, he couldn‟t come out personally, after all, he couldn‟t say anything about his 

identity, but Charles could come out. 

The Luo family wasn‟t even as good as the Wang family, the last-rate hidden family, and it 

would definitely be very handy for Charles to make an appearance and speak. 

Lan Luo sighed, “Actually it‟s not that I don‟t want to get married, it‟s just that that guy‟s 

bastard seems to have other fiancées, I‟m going to be a concubine, I don‟t want to be a 



concubine, if it‟s not that I can‟t afford that family, I really want to unload that son of a 

bitch‟s dog legs!” 

“And this?”The actual actual time of the day, the actual time of the day, the actual time of 

the day, the actual time of the day, the actual time of the day, the actual time of the day. 

The first thing you need to do is to find a way to make sure that you‟re going to be able to 

get a good deal of money for your money. 

Thinking of this, Finn stood up and said, “Lan Luo, don‟t worry about this matter, I‟m sure I 

can help you, it‟s just that my identity is special, so I hope you don‟t advertise it 

everywhere.” 

Seeing Luo Lan nodded, only then did Finn speak up, “Don‟t be surprised to hear that, I‟m 

actually from Ye Island, the young master of Ye Island, Finn !Ye Island must be known to 

you, top family, now I believe I can help you, just don‟t advertise my identity, I‟m not good 

enough to expose it.” 

“So you are Finn , I thought you had the same name!”Luo Lan said, suddenly just reached 

out, just directly strangle Finn „s neck, buckled on the ground. 

Finn was strangled by the neck can‟t say, some suffocation, red neck almost to roll his eyes. 

He didn‟t understand, why would Luo Lan know his identity and still do it? 

Luo Lan sneered, “Help me, indeed you can help me!Do you know what I‟ve suffered for so 

many years for, trying to cultivate just to not be someone else‟s concubine, the one our 

family can‟t afford is Ye Island, and that so-called someone else is none other than you, Ye 

Island Young Master Finn !” 
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“???” 

Finn was unable to speak as he was strangled in the throat, and could just not stop the 

shock. 



I never thought that Luo Lan was still his fiancée, but Finn really wanted to defend himself, 

he didn‟t even know about these things, and even if he did, he would have explained it long 

ago. 

It wasn‟t his fault anyway, it was all Chen Fangling who helped him find it, and he didn‟t feel 

like marrying anyone, so why was there talk of a concubine.Don‟t say before, let‟s just say 

that just now Finn „s mind was also thinking, as long as he marries a bunch of them, then 

they‟re all wives, not divided into wives and concubines, just rank one, two, three, four, five 

will be enough. 

But now Finn was truly indefensible, he didn‟t even have a chance to speak, and he was 

really dumb and bitter. 

Luo Lan sneered, “It‟s really a waste of time to step on iron shoes and find no place.I didn‟t 

expect to meet you on the eve of the A**essment, as long as I strangle you and bury you, 

and no one can find the evidence, then I‟ll be free!” 

“???” 

Finn stared at him, he had never thought that Luo Lan was such a woman that she dared to 

kill him, her fiancé. 

Before Finn thought too much, but the pressure on his neck was light, and Luo Lan let go of 

him. 

“I‟ll give you five minutes, you better explain yourself properly, or you‟ll be waiting to be 

buried in the ground by me!”Luo Lan snorted coldly. Remember the URL ． ．net 

“Ahem!” 

With a light neck, Finn ton coughed violently and breathed in the fresh air. 

He also saw that Luo Lan didn‟t really want to do anything, but was forced to do it, and if he 

considered it from Luo Lan‟s point of view, there was nothing wrong with Luo Lan doing it, 

after all, who wanted to share a husband with someone else. 

It was too late to think too much about it, so Finn hurriedly explained, “Listen to me, this is 

the family‟s arrangement, not mine.I‟m just responsible for seeing if it‟s a good match, and I 

also have someone in mind, if you don‟t want to get married, then I can go to your family 



and propose that we dissolve our baby marriage.I‟m not going to lie, I have a few others, 

but I‟ve never wanted to have concubines, and since I was chosen, I will tell them all the 

truth and respect their choice.” 

“The same is true on your side, I see that your cultivation is also good, you can go to Wood 

Spirit Villa after the dissolution of your marriage and cultivate with great devotion, if you 

really learn something and become a powerful martial artist, then my family can also recruit 

you as a protégé, I‟m sure you also know that our Ye Island‟s War God Hall, as long as you 

are strong enough, you can also become a member of the War God, the treatment is 

generous, and your family alsoIt won‟t bother you, that‟s the best solution.Take a look, if 

you can accept it, then so be it.” 

Finn said so much in one breath, mainly because he was limited by Luo Lan‟s five minutes, 

he could only think of a way to keep himself safe first. 

As expected by Finn , this really was the best way, hearing Finn „s words, Luo Lan also began 

to think seriously, indeed Finn had considered it very well and respected Luo Lan‟s thoughts. 

But what Finn didn‟t expect was that Luo Lan snorted, “What, am I not good looking?Still 

not good enough?And you dissolve the marriage so easily?” 

“Uh…” Finn is somewhat speechless, didn‟t your old man say that he didn‟t want to get 

married, how come this time is still prickly. 

A woman‟s heart, what a needle in the haystack! 

Finn at this moment finally understood this truth, no matter what he said, he would always 

be picked on. 

After thinking about it, Finn said, “The solution is just this one is also the best for you, think 

it over carefully, there is no rush in time, anyway, with your skills and this test question, you 

will definitely be able to get into the Wood Spirit Villa, I‟ll go in by the back door, no 

surprises, and there will be plenty of time to communicate then as well.That‟s all for now, I‟m 

going back to rest and prepare for tomorrow‟s A**essment.” 

Saying that, Finn was about to leave, he just wanted to leave this place of righteousness 

quickly now, otherwise who knows if Luo Lan would have a brain twitch and suddenly turn 

against him. 



In fact, Finn really didn‟t have half a fanciful thought about Luo Lan. 

Not to mention whether Luo Lan is good-looking, whether his skills are high, whether his 

origin is excellent, simply saying that he has been around a lot of women, if not for the 

women willing to give much to move him, he would not easily accept new people. 

Even if he was 13 Lang for one night, he had enough women now, and his body wouldn‟t 

allow him to accept more. 

Especially since Luo Lan had just choked him and threatened his life, so no matter what, Finn 

would definitely not accept Luo Lan anymore. 

“Wait!” 

However, at this moment, Luo Lan suddenly called out to Finn to stop. 

Finn couldn‟t help but frown, what else did Luo Lan want, did she really have to bury him 

alive before she would stop? 

But Luo Lan scratched his head, “Sorry, I was a little excited, I also know that you are not a 

bad person, not the kind of fancy person I thought before, so I will think about this matter, 

just like you said, there will be many opportunities to meet in the future as long as you are 

at Wood Spirit Villa, let‟s discuss it then, I hope you can get into Wood Spirit Villa.” 

After saying that, Luo Lan ran away with her head down. 

Finn was stunned for a moment before he slowed down, indeed Luo Lan was still the same 

Luo Lan from before, with a righteous mind, just talking but not thinking. 

Getting up and patting the dust, Finn was also ready to leave the Lashio gym. 

Only when he looked down and saw his clothes, Finn couldn‟t help but frown.Luo Lan had 

overexerted himself just now, and at the moment his clothes had shattered in many places. 

Don‟t look at the fact that it was made by an Italian master and the raw materials used were 

of the highest quality, but to a strong person of Luo Lan‟s level, it was no different from 

rags. 

“Forget it, let‟s go buy a set of clothes first.” 



Finn shook his head, went out and scanned to get a shared bicycle and rode to the city. 

Although Finn also had clothes at home, this lesson taught him that for the strong, it didn‟t 

matter what kind of fabric it was, it could be easily torn.The ones at his home were also 

suits, not suitable for use at the Aessment.After all, the Aessment in martial arts was 

weight-bearing, and it wouldn‟t be worth it if a suit was damaged as a result.Even if Finn 

didn‟t care about money, this kind of intentional waste was bad, which was why he decided 

to go to the street to buy a suit. 

And riding a shared bicycle is also not a taxi, simply for the sake of exercise, and exercise 

starts from a little bit. 

How can one go a thousand miles without building up a step? 

This truth was not something that Finn had understood since he was a child, but rather 

something that Luo Lan had told him. 

Thinking of Luo Lan, Finn couldn‟t help but think of how hard Luo Lan had worked all these 

years.Luo Lan wasn‟t naturally suited for cultivation, and all of them had cultivated hard in 

order to not be a concubine.It was only after accumulating all these years that she had 

barely reached the last step of the sixteen hurdles and was only half a step away from 

becoming a martial artist. 

It was because of this that it stimulated Finn , otherwise Finn wouldn‟t have taken every 

opportunity to train so seriously. 
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After riding for half an hour, Finn finally arrived in the city. 

It has to be said, now Finn „s physique is much better than before, even though he rode for 

half an hour, but Finn did not shed a drop of sweat.In other words, seven days ago, Finn 

would have been sweating profusely. 

“Lion City?En, this is the one.” 

Looking at a three-story building, Finn decisively chose this place. 



Now Finn did not pursue branded goods anymore, no matter how expensive the brand was, 

it was not as expensive as handmade customization anyway, and this Lion City was one of 

the larger shopping malls in Eastwood. 

Entering the mall, the first floor was divided into two areas, half of which was a partition for 

selling dried fruits and half of which was a supermarket. 

Going up to the second floor was to buy men‟s clothing, while the third floor was to sell 

women‟s clothing. 

The first thing that you need to do is to take a look at the newest products that are available 

on the market, and then you‟ll be able to see what they are. 

When Finn arrived at the jacket area, there were twenty shopkeepers to manage, while there 

were as many as ten on the jacket selling side. 

Because it is an affordable mall, also does not distinguish between shops, so enter which 

area also did not say welcome to the, are to choose their own clothes, after choosing to go 

to the settlement area to pay. 

For this kind of mall, Finn is still more heartfelt, and here will not be snubbed, after all, we 

are all ordinary people, and there is no difference in treatment. 

Today was the day before May Day, not yet or May Day holiday, but some companies and 

schools were already on holiday, and the traffic was also quite large, almost like a crowded 

state.To put it simply, every square meter will have a little five people exist, can be said to be 

very crowded, but also just shows that this place is good, well done, buy things here Finn 

also feel at ease. 

Anyway, they were all a few dozen pieces of clothing, the most expensive was three hundred 

brace.Just right for Finn to buy to participate in the A**essment, as disposable clothes to 

wear, wear bad also do not feel bad. 

And after strolling in the jacket area for a while, Finn saw a black and white camouflage 

jacket, this jacket looks heroic, the price is also very pleasant, only 198 yuan. 

It‟s not too good to feel the material, but it‟s not bad either, very conventional clothing, or a 

windbreaker style, very good. 



The only thing is that the clothes on display are a little too big, needing to be 1.8 meters to 

be just right, and Finn tried them on and found that the shoulder width was too big for him 

to hold up at all. 

Not to be outdone, Finn found the shop A**istant, “Auntie, is there a size one size smaller?” 

Because it was an affordable mall, the shopkeepers here were all in their forties and fifties, 

and they didn‟t need to back up the facade. 

The lady shopkeeper turned her head and looked at Finn , so she casually spoke, “No.” 

“Alright.” 

Finn wasn‟t annoyed, since there wasn‟t any then there was nothing he could do. 

But just as Finn was about to go to get another shirt to try on, the lady shop A**istant came 

over again and said, “Don‟t try it on, there‟s nothing you can wear.” 

“What do you mean?”Evan couldn‟t help but frown, a no could be out of size, how come a 

change of clothes was still out of size. 

“You‟re too short, nothing fits you.”The lady shop A**istant faintly spoke. 

“I‟ll go!” 

Finn ton annoyed, what kind of bullsh*t is this, even if there is no suitable, can not talk like 

this, but also too short, this is not a personal attack it. 

And really no size also even, but Finn very understand this kind of shop, display clothes are 

placed underneath a bunch of different sizes, it is convenient for customers to find, 

obviously there is a bunch of clothes underneath. 

Auntie shopkeeper so do not want to let him try on, the method is also very obvious, is 

because after trying on some customers will put clothes randomly, which gives them 

shopkeepers increased labor, who do not want to take a break. 

In the past, Finn would have endured the anger, after all, he was a small citizen, and could 

not afford to offend this kind of mall, but now Finn is different, but he is the young master 



of Ye Island is worth many billions, not to mention offending an aunt, even buying the mall 

is a small matter easily. 

“Do you f*cking know how to talk, how do you live at such an age, go out and not get killed 

ah!” 

Auntie said that to him, naturally, Finn is not willing to show weakness, is just a trouble, see 

who will be more trouble! 

Finn „s voice was very loud, and it attracted a large crowd of people to watch. 

These people who came to buy clothes were also grandmothers and grandmothers, and 

their favorite thing to do was to eat melons and watch the show, where there was 

excitement. 

Some good grandparents then inquired, “What‟s going on and there‟s a row?” 

An informed aunt said, “It‟s nothing, just this young man came to buy clothes, and that 

shopkeeper said there was nothing suitable.” 

“Isn‟t that normal?It‟s normal to break the code now that there are so many people.”The 

eldest showed a matter-of-fact expression. 

Informed Auntie: “Which is so simple ah, this young man‟s hands on the clothes held a little 

larger, you do not see the following there are so many hoarding it, there must be a smaller 

size ah, this clerk but said the young man grew short.” 

“Yoo-hoo, now the clerk is so bullish it, but also with sarcasm?”The eldest son raised his 

eyebrows and looked at Finn , “The young man isn‟t short, he‟s almost as tall as me, I‟m 177, 

how come the young man is about 178, where is he short?” 

“Isn‟t that right, this clerk just also said I‟m short, I think it‟s just that I‟m too lazy to get the 

stockpile below.Isn‟t it just how many people are now, this clerk just tries to save trouble 

and doesn‟t move.” 

Another man also said angrily. 

This statement, many people who felt the same way have conformed, saying that the auntie 

shopkeeper has no professionalism. 



Auntie clerk face very red, can still be acerbic: “say what say, you is short, how, love to buy, 

not buy out, money, then you go to find custom ah, no money installed what installed, to 

buy clothes here are not poor pussies it, there are clothes sold to you on the good, quickly 

buy, do not buy on the go.Gather a crowd here and make trouble, don‟t blame me for 

calling security to blow you all out!” 

The words, onlookers of the grandparents are embarr A**ed, indeed, they have money will 

not come here to buy things, but this is too hurtful, but also looking for security to blow 

them out. 

See big mother clerk so mean, Finn is a batch of gas: “you f*cking sell things, pretend you 

mother than it, a month salary can two thousand on it, but also here to taunt, you are a 

thing, we love to buy, just to buy a happy, have you any hanging matter, let you pick goods 

out, you hurry, what words!” 

The first thing you need to do is to buy a pair of shoes for your feet. 

Auntie shopkeeper looked at Finn , is more than a sneer: “I earn how much and you have 

anything to do with it, you a poor bastard, than not as good as these people it, they are 

trying to save money for their children to buy cheap clothes, what are you, so young others 

are buying brands, you to buy such inferior goods, you look at your point of influence!” 
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The lady clerk‟s mouth wouldn‟t stop, and she sneered again: “Look at how many young 

ones there are in the whole mall, look at your tattered body, you don‟t even change when 

it‟s broken, I‟m looking at you can‟t even afford the clothes, finding you goods is a waste of 

time, I see you‟re the one who provokes trouble, if you‟re capable of waiting, I‟ll call security 

over!” 

“Meinima!” 

It was true that Finn was in tatters, but it was also because he was torn by Luo Lan, 

otherwise the clothes he was wearing were worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

Not to mention the fact that he was in tatters, it was only now that Finn reacted to the fact 

that no wonder the auntie shopkeeper didn‟t give him an exchange, she was looking down 

on him. 



When Finn came to this mall, he thought it was quite an approachable mall, but he didn‟t 

expect that everywhere there would be this kind of dog‟s eyes to look down on people‟s 

stuff. 

Outside the sign is not all said it, sincere treatment of every customer, can come in, but 

found that it is completely different. 

In the past, Finn went to a big shop, even if taunting, the speech is not so bad, this lady 

speech can be really dog coin. 

Finn has never stopped being so nasty, so old and still talking like this, old shameless thing. 

“What‟s happening?” 

Just then, a middle-aged man in a suit walked over and frowned inquiringly. The first 

website m. 

The sharp sourness on the lady clerk‟s face turned flattering as she said, “Manager, this kid is 

causing trouble and is about to go get security to blow him out.” 

“Troublemaker?”The manager‟s eyebrows were raised, there have been no troublemakers 

for many years, and I didn‟t think there were any troublemakers in this kind of affordable 

mall, all of which are clearly priced clothes, dozens to hundreds of clothes, what‟s there to 

make trouble about? 

Finn chuckled, “It really knows how to bite, worthy of a dog than, it can bite really fast.” 

After glaring at the lady clerk, Finn scanned the onlookers and said, “The manager is it, you 

can ask everyone present to see if I‟m the one causing trouble or if this dog thing is biting 

randomly.” 

Before the manager could say anything, the crowd of onlookers spoke up in seven different 

languages, and the manager quickly understood the general meaning. 

“What‟s the matter with you, customers buy clothes, why don‟t you give the pick of the 

goods, and maliciously seriously injure the customers!”The manager glared at the lady store 

clerk, his eyes filled with anger. 



This kind of affordable mall is most focused on customer traffic, not winning with quality, 

but winning with quantity by relying solely on word of mouth to attract traffic.If the matter 

is big, the reputation of the mall becomes bad, thus reducing the traffic. 

The mall layoffs are one thing, it‟s easier to brush off him as a manager, which is something 

he won‟t allow. 

Don‟t look at the clothes here are cheap, but the number of clothes sold is high, and his 

annual dividends are millions, so if such a good job is lost, it would be really hard to say. 

The auntie clerk looked a bit ugly: “He did come to cause trouble, look at his tattered 

clothes, he also said he was buying clothes, he probably doesn‟t have a dollar in his pocket.” 

Finn laughed in anger, “Yes, I don‟t have any money in my pocket.” 

As soon as this was said, the auntie shop A**istant got excited: “Manager look, he‟s just here 

to cause trouble, he doesn‟t have money to buy anything.” 

“sh*t, shut up, can‟t you hear me out.” Finn shouted angrily, then opened his phone, 

“Carefully show grandpa how much money this is!” 

After lighting up the paypal balance, the auntie clerk just stared at it when she saw it and 

lost her voice, “That‟s impossible!” 

“Boy, show us too.” 

The crowd of onlookers suggested, they were watching the fun, just in case things weren‟t 

too loud. 

The auntie clerk was so surprised, it must be that Finn had a large balance. 

Finn is also happy to show these people, now that it has been characterized as a 

troublemaker, he is about to make a big deal out of it, if he doesn‟t get rid of this dog‟s eyes 

this year, he won‟t be surnamed Ye! 

Finn had the money to buy the mall, but was it necessary, it was completely unnecessary. 



He was just going to use the least amount of effort to run it with the greatest efficiency. 

Finn was angry, but he wasn‟t as stupid as he was back then, money could solve everything, 

but not spending money was naturally better.This is the ability to virtually cultivate yourself. 

Still, as the saying goes, what‟s the point of not building up a step! 

All Finn wanted was to grow himself from bit by bit. 

“Hiss!” 

The crowd of onlookers were sucking in a breath of cold air when they saw Finn „s balance. 

The manager was also curious to take a look, after all, it was a matter of how to handle this 

matter, but after seeing the balance, the manager didn‟t even want to think about it, 

backhandedly slapped the aunt clerk‟s face. 

Finn „s Alipay balance was six hundred and fifty-three million seven thousand five hundred 

and thirty-four yuan. 

This much money was enough to buy down two Lion City malls. 

What else could the manager hesitate about, even if it wasn‟t the auntie clerk‟s fault, he 

would have to deal with the auntie clerk seriously, after all, he would do anything willingly in 

order to get close to the big boat that was Finn . 

This slap down, crisp and loud, nice! 

Finn „s heart was also so relaxed and smooth, this slap, wonderful! 

“How dare you hit me!”Auntie clerk a face of incredulity, followed by a face of anger to rush 

forward. 

The manager grunted: “Our mall‟s purpose is to serve every guest, so that guests have a 

sense of home, you open mouth is money money money, but also insult guests, you so 

completely contrary to the purpose of the mall, I do not punish you how to give an 

explanation, and now you are fired.As for slapping you just now, it‟s my personal annoyance, 

if you‟re capable of doing so, go to the police, I‟ll see if someone will control you, don‟t 

forget, the weight of our Lion City, you weigh yourself well!” 



The lady shopkeeper seemed to have thought of the consequences, and the hand that was 

raised was suspended in mid-air, and finally with great difficulty she withdrew it, turning it 

into a clenched fist, but she could not utter a word. 

“Aren‟t you crazy, you‟re going back to being crazy?” 

Just because the auntie clerk didn‟t dare to do anything, didn‟t mean that Finn let it go. 

Now what kind of status is Finn , even a patriarch of a reclusive family needs to treat him 

with courtesy when he sees him, a mere shop clerk still mocks him so much, what a great 

skill. 

Some people might say, how can an insect shake an elephant, why be angry with such a 

person, isn‟t this not self-defeating. Finn used to think the same, but now, Finn „s thoughts 

had changed. 

Grylls weren‟t scary, and they couldn‟t shake the elephant. 

But now the lady shopkeeper was not a mole, but an annoying mosquito. 

A mosquito and a mole are about the same size, you may p A** an ant by the roadside, you 

will not care, but if the mosquito has been flying in front of you, you will definitely slap the 

mosquito, after all, the mosquito is such a creature, you do not move him, he will also bite 

you, make you covered with a big bag. 

What‟s more, the auntie clerk had already disgusted Finn , it was the equivalent of biting 

Finn , how would Finn let go of this obnoxious mosquito! 

It‟s a sure shot! 
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Under the gaze of the manager and a group of grandparents, Finn left the Lion City. 

Finn was now in a good mood, his clothes were changed, and the damned clerk was fired. 

“Grrr!” 



The hungry Finn continued to ride along the road and found a small shop selling cold skin 

and walked in. 

It‟s summertime now, the feeling of eating a bowl of refreshing cold skin, not to mention 

how beautiful it is. 

In the past, when Finn didn‟t have money, his favorite thing to eat in summer was cold skin, 

not only was it delicious, but it was also very cheap, and the little shop in front of him was 

very cheap, a bowl of cold skin was only ten yuan. 

Although Finn has eaten the cheapest only five dollars, but this is the city, to have a small 

storefront here, a year‟s storefront costs are quite a lot, selling ten dollars is indeed very 

cheap. 

But whenever he ate cold skin Finn could always think of that familiar figure, a wonderful 

figure, five years older than Finn . 

When Finn was in the fifth grade, that person was dropped out of school to sell cold skin, 

until Finn „s sophomore year of high school, as long as it was summer, Finn would go to that 

person to buy cold skin, because Finn is a regular customer, so each time to two large 

portions, she knows, is in the adolescent Finn can eat very well. 

The first website 

For Finn , it was someone very close to him. 

Before Rich returned home, he also went to the cool skin shop, but the shop had already 

closed, he wanted to repay her is no longer a chance. 

Thinking of this, Finn had entered the shop, looking at the simple menu, Finn used to say, “A 

large bowl of cold skin, more gluten, less sugar, more vinegar, and a bottle of chilled 

mineral water.” 

“Okay!” 

A familiar voice came from the busy back kitchen. 

Evan was startled, the voice was so familiar, but this wasn‟t home, it was Moodoo, could it 

really be her? 



Evan didn‟t even believe it could be such a coincidence, but he wanted to believe it was true 

because he, so badly, wanted to see her. 

The wait was always long, like going to school and waiting for the end of cl A**, it was 

almost like a second, it was very unbearable. 

But having said that, it was actually only a three minute wait for the oven to come out, it 

wasn‟t considered busy here, counting Evan there were actually only three tables.Now that it 

was past dinner time, there weren‟t that many people eating anymore. 

“Your cold skin and water.”Myriad‟s figure appeared, and after placing the cool skin and 

water on Finn „s table, she turned around and left. 

But Finn was fixed, yes, this person was the woman he was thinking of! 

“Wait!” 

Returning to his senses, Evan directly grabbed forward, but because he was in a hurry, he 

grabbed onto the woman‟s A** at once. 

“Ah!What are you doing!” 

After the woman shouted, she hurriedly turned around and backed away. 

Finn was busy explaining, “Sister Meng Meng, it‟s me, I‟m Xiao Fan!” 

“Fanny?”The woman was stunned and fixed her eyes, the panic on her face gradually 

becoming confusion and eventually turning into surprise, “Fanny?It‟s really you, I never 

thought I‟d meet you here!” 

Finn saw that the woman recognized him, which was a sigh of relief, it would be bad if he 

was misunderstood as a pervert.But carefully counted it‟s been three or four years since 

we‟ve seen each other, and the woman can recall so quickly, the woman is also quite 

impressed with him. 

“Xiaofan, this count down are almost four years have not seen, you had said it was you ah, 

I‟ll give you more to do ah, this point can you eat it, look at you thin, you will sit down, and 

so I‟ll give you another bowl to do.” 



The woman said to get up and go to the back kitchen, see such an enthusiastic woman, Finn 

even waved his hand: “No, no, no, a bowl is enough, Meng Meng sister quickly sit down.” 

The woman called He Mengmeng, she dressed the same as a few years ago, still not 

powder, like to wear plain white shirt with jeans, although plain, but can not stop the charm 

of He Mengmeng, and a few years ago, He Mengmeng is even more beautiful, more of a 

female mature charm, count, now He Mengmeng are twenty-five years old, do not know 

whether He Mengmeng now have children. 

In the past, He Mengmeng left, that is, because there is a doll‟s marriage, so to the age of 

marriage to go to the field to get married, did not expect this field is Mudou. 

Thinking of this, Finn couldn‟t help but ask, “Sister Meng Meng, do you have a child?” 

“Ugh…” Finn „s words made He Mengmeng‟s face gloomy. 

Finn „s heart was bad, and he knew it was the wrong question to ask, but before he could 

speak, He Mengmeng spoke up, “I came to Mudou back then to look for my fiancé, but my 

fiancé had pneumonia and died soon, and his family wanted me to go over and get married 

just to flush the good news, but actually it was just to figure out the name of the couple.The 

fiancé‟s disease is contagious, in fact, the whole time, I have never seen his real face, always 

wear a mask, and just after the wedding, he p A**ed away.Not to be afraid of Van‟s 

digestion, I was rested.” 

“Recused?Meng Meng, you are so hardworking, what‟s the point of Hugh?You tell me where 

their house is and I‟ll fix them for you!”The first time I saw him, I was so angry that I didn‟t 

even know he had pneumonia, and he kept his promise to get married. 

He Mengmeng waved his hands repeatedly, “It‟s not like that, they see I‟m young and don‟t 

want to get me involved, they want me to find another family to get married, so they rested 

me, and they didn‟t take back the 300,000 bride price they gave me.But after all, I‟m married, 

and I don‟t want to go back, and I don‟t have any relatives on the home side, so I‟ll stay in 

Mudou and open a small shop, and then if my ex-husband‟s old man gets sick, I‟ll be able to 

take care of one or two.” 

“So that‟s how it is.”Only when he heard He Mengmeng‟s words did it dawn on Finn . 

It turned out that it wasn‟t the people over there who were sick, but rather He Mengmeng 

herself who willingly stayed here. 



“Sister Mengmeng, then how‟s business on your side?” Finn changed the topic and asked 

again, although we hadn‟t seen each other for several years, but there was not the slightest 

hint of a difference, instead, there was more concern, more like a family chatting about their 

family. 

He Mengmeng sat across from Finn and lightly smiled, “It‟s still improvised.” 

Although He Mengmeng didn‟t say anything too specific, Finn clearly saw the helplessness 

in He Mengmeng‟s tone.After all, this shop was run by He Mengmeng, and although He 

Mengmeng made delicious cold skin, there were always countless problems with a woman 

running a shop, especially since He Mengmeng was also very good-looking, and must have 

often come to some drunken gentlemen. 

Once there were often troublemakers on the old home side, when Finn was young and 

energetic, there were no shortage of fisticuffs with those jittery chatty gentlemen. 

Only, Finn did not know what had happened to He Mengmeng over the years…. 
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With a lot of emotions, Finn also couldn‟t find a topic to open up, so he bowed his head and 

ate the cold skin, and I must say that the taste is still the same old taste when you don‟t eat 

it for a few years, but it actually has more of a taste of home after so many years of not 

eating it. 

“How about it, is there any regression in sister‟s craft?”He Mengmeng saw that Finn did not 

say anything, so she lightly laughed. 

“How is there a regression, it‟s still so delicious, whoever marries you is a blessing from a 

past life.” Finn said subconsciously, this kind of picking on shaking girls seemed to have 

become his instinct. 

But the words fell, Finn secretly bad, He Mengmeng just said that her ex-husband died, and 

now he was rested, he really which pot can not mention which pot. 

Thinking about it, Finn hurried to remedy the situation: “Sister Meng Meng, you are also 

back to being single now, you are still young, and there are shops with careers, find 

someone else to marry.” 



“Old, how can you be young, I‟m still divorced, I don‟t think anyone will want me 

anymore.”He Mengmeng touched his face with a bitter smile. 

Finn hurriedly said, “How can no one want Miss Meng Meng who is so beautiful, even if no 

one wants her, there‟s still my old brother.” 

“Forget it, you‟re still in college, it‟s good that you can be self-sufficient in food and drink in 

the future, your grandmother is so good to you, after earning money first don‟t marry your 

daughter-in-law, first raise your grandmother well, she pulled you up, it‟s not easy.”He 

Mengmeng said. 

Finn just remembered that he had to tell He Mengmeng about this great news before he 

was adopted back by the family. 

After all, He Mengmeng had treated him so well in the past, and now that he was rich, it was 

only right to repay He Mengmeng. Remember the URL . 

However, without waiting for Finn to open his mouth, two youngsters with green and 

flowery hair walked in the door, yelling, “Two bowls of cold skin, hurry up and order!” 

He Mengmeng got up to make coolies, and in no time at all, two bowls were ready. Finn 

was sitting at the diagonal opposite corner of the two youngsters, just in time to see the 

two youngsters eyes staring back and forth at He Mengmeng‟s buttocks. 

But the distance was too short, and the two little youths were still a little dissatisfied, and 

one of them yelled again, “Give us another bottle of water.” 

“A bottle?” 

Finn coldly snorted, how could two people drink a bottle, seeing as if they wanted to 

repeatedly watch He Mengmeng walk away from them a few more times. 

The two youngsters looked at Finn at the sound of the voice, eyes narrowed shot out like a 

knife, fiercely cut in Finn „s face, as if to warn Finn not to meddle. 

Seeing the situation, where Finn is still not clear why He Mengmeng said to improvise 

things, indeed, business is good, but always come to this kind of people to eat cold skin, 

anyone‟s heart is slowly sour. 



After He Mengmeng placed a bottle of water on the young man‟s table, the young man 

smiled again and said, “Another bottle!” 

He Mengmeng‟s anger appeared on her face, but it seemed that she had already 

experienced it many times, so she took a deep breath or held it back and went to get water 

again.And this time, as soon as the water was put down, the quick-eyed young man touched 

He Mengmeng‟s tender little hand.He Mengmeng seemed to have anticipated the general, 

and hurriedly pulled his hand back, avoiding backwards, “Please show some respect!” 

“Show respect?” 

After the two youngsters looked at each other, they burst out laughing, “What the hell is 

that, touching you is not a disadvantage, your ex-husband didn‟t even touch you before he 

died, and I haven‟t heard any gossip about you over the years, you‟re not lonely, it‟s your 

good fortune that the two of you are touching you!” 

“Blessed your mother, I‟ll go to your house and touch your mother, are you also blessed to 

have an extra father!” Finn stood up with a bang and was about to run towards the two 

youngsters. 

Whether it was tolerable or not, Finn dared to fight even when he met a group of people 

back then, let alone now. 

He wasn‟t afraid of these troublemakers! 

He Mengmeng‟s face changed dramatically, and hurriedly went forward to pull Finn , “Little 

Fan, it‟s nothing important, you should eat quickly and leave first after you finish eating.” 

“Go?You want to leave after yelling at our brother?”The little youth snorted coldly, followed 

by another youth who got up and blocked the shop door, smiling fiercely, “I‟ll see who can 

stand and walk out today, the one who dares to curse our brother and sister hasn‟t even 

been born yet!” 

Finn was furious, his scolding wasn‟t too much, and these two people just divided the work 

in an orderly manner, it was obvious that it was already arranged, even if Finn didn‟t appear 

today, these two youngsters would probably have nothing to look for. 

The drunkard‟s intention was not to drink, talking about these two people in front of him! 



If Finn didn‟t show up today, the two little youths might have to har A** him a few more 

times, Finn didn‟t dare to think about it, he was just glad that he was in time this time, 

clenching his fist, Finn was going to rush up and just open the way for these two little 

youths to verify the results of his seven days of cultivation! 

He Mengmeng, on the other hand, stopped Finn with a panicked face, just now facing the 

two youngsters He Mengmeng only had anger, even the domineering momentum of the 

Heroine, but on Finn „s side, he turned into a pitiful little bunny, almost begging, “Little Fan, 

you quickly go, don‟t cause trouble, or your grandmother should worry about you, listen to 

your sister, quickly go.” 

Turning her head, He Mengmeng then said to the young man, “Please don‟t embarr A** my 

brother, can we eat cold skin for free from now on….” 

He Mengmeng couldn‟t think of anything good to do, and could only throw out this 

relatively, the most practical benefits, after all, the opposite side but two people, as the 

saying goes, two fists can‟t beat four feet, He Mengmeng self-consciousness is not 

considered to be a battle force, if just by virtue of Finn this small arms and legs, I‟m afraid 

there is no good fruit to eat. 

“Eat cold skin for free?”As if the young man had heard a big joke, the two looked at each 

other and then laughed, then took out a large handful of banknotes from his pocket, 

although the denomination was small, but together, it was a few hundred. 

“My brother and I are not short of money for a bowl of cold skin, trying to bribe us, how is 

this enough?” 

The young man sardonic smile, their brother or two or the first time to see He Mengmeng 

such a pitiful little expression, suddenly accelerated hormone secretion all over the body, all 

the more want to have a good taste of He Mengmeng, how could be district cool skin this 

fly to blinded eyes it. 

He Mengmeng shivered, but still blocked in front of Finn , half a step without retreating: 

“Then what do you want?” 

Hearing this, the two youngsters burst out laughing, and He Mengmeng was still hooked. 

“How is it?Let us think about it.”The young man started to conceive in a pensive manner, but 

it was only the blink of an eye that he couldn‟t help but speak out his true purpose: “Boss 

lady, we‟re no good, your brother scolded us, we‟re adults, so we‟re not going to treat 



children like children, as long as you let your brother crawl over my crotch and learn how to 

bark, you‟ll sleep with our brother for a few more nights.” 

“Oh yeah, and the coolies will be free from now on, too.”The other youth added. 

The two youngsters smiled at each other and said, “That‟s all, simple, promise us, I won‟t get 

along with your brother!” 

 


